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a little steamer
the low water: runs from
! Evensville to Puppy Creek Bar. above
; (>wenshoro, where the Henderson packet
The cabin of the Ella
! transfers her trip.
! Hughes has no state-rooms, berths being
•
ranged along either side of the cabin. A
j lew' nights ago a large number of passengers was transferred to the little steamer,
and the cabin was unusually crowded,
i Among others was a Partingtonian old
lady with her son, a lively Ike-like chap,
named William. The old lady had a
lower berth, and William tin* berth immediately above.
A Kentuckian from the interior came on
! board, carrying under his belt numerous
I drinks of moonshine distillation, and feeling v ry jolly. The old lady retired to
her berth at a proper hour, as did the
other passengers.
William amused himself about the boat until his mother had
fallen nto that -deep s0 grateful to the
aged and the weary.
Our Kentucky friend, whose name
hanced to be William—it should have
been Bill or Teenies, but it wasn’t—walked about until the whisky under his vest
lost it-' stimulating power, and he became
sleepy, cold and tired. The berths all
being occupied, he went into the cabin,
and, making the best of his situation, sat
down (in the door, and, leaning against
the berth occupied by tin* old lady, went
h» sleep—that troubled sleep which only
copious draughts of moonshine whiskey
could indue
Like all old ladies traveling by rail or riwr. our old lady awoke
and missed William
Hearing some one
snoring and nodding against her berth,
she put her hands through the curtain and
on the head of the sleeper. «nd drowsilv
asked :
“Is that \ou, William'1'
“Vos, ma'am," eann- rrom tin* Kentuckian. just awake sufficiently to recognize his name
“What on airth \ >u t 1--in tlmr r"
asked the old lady.
“Trving t<» go* for sloop.’ r i> n .! Wil
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Autumn and Spring.

jUont:y hear tlie question put, uii
;v to plough sward land in Into autumn
'■
tnetinres tlie inquiry is extended, and Ur
mutter "• eiu-s-idonghing the sane, in tin
•S ting ircierred p.».
1 do not purpose t<
!
down a iaw 1' r these things, or to eon
lu--»who m :y read : yet a few word:
'•> the thoughtful mav not prove devoid o:
interest.
ir. will be evident tha: circumstances wil
verv materially influence the result of
pro
lit in autumn ploughing, and also that oi
cross-ploughing an inverted sward in the
spring. Such is the general character o
the spring time during which, we havt
under preparation the laud for the ensuiuj
mason's crops, that an excess of moist
weather and consequently wet soil exists,
that we have to lose some ploughing
t '• i!n*. ar.d this is especially so on lands noi
weii underdraioed. or else overlying a thick
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1 h -is is dew for theflow’ret.
A nd honey for the bee.
A nd lmw. r> lor tie- wild bird,
And love for you and me !

sity foot in the air. The channel was no- I press, so called, nol from the inferior size
where wide t*n|-iigh for two boats to pas? !
the trees, but because it was narrower
each other; Here was consequently no than the Big
Cypress, through which
up-and-down t assage on the same day, tlieyj hail to lorce their way for twenty
nor could these boats turn round; in miles.
The trees grow in mud and water,
; many places there was barely room for i spread out roots and branches, and shoot
I them to gel through. More than once it up 'sturdy sprouts called knees that im| was a tight lit and a close squeeze when I pede all progress. There is no linn founI two largo eypicss trees took their places dation. and no road can be formed
except

Aroostook,

| portion

iTKsnxi;

a

of Maine and following the winding* of
St. dolm river. From dawn till mid-day
ridthrough this long, continuous village.
made up of peaceful homes ami occasional o.-curring churches, and thinks only of the heautv.

i the

lFrom Boston Post, Nov. S.
Xorthf.rn Maine, Oct.. 1>T1.
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stillness and seclusion that rises'on every hand.
Respectable old post, hay.* you n mind to ! to
eaptivate the eye and enchain the\ms-s.
flirt!i»'r the wanderings of t!:i^ peaceable
The
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in sight of the river, and -m
party quietly travelling in tin' sturdy old woods j either side always
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..- -he surface
4.
extend the fertile farms, in long,
l b' re are tears for the many,
ot Northern Mainer If so, know that a -e.i-on'•
;? ''a *iiity mV.-red
narrow
And pleasures for the lew.
>trips, nowhere very far distant from
able hour found us safe returned from our
t ia: ■;> im
each other. Near the river the land rolls out in
water,
But let the world pass on, dear.
| on opposite sides of the liver, and our by cutting a way with the axe and tilling pleasant trip to New Sweden, and comfortably wide,
ms
;<
r*
verdant intervals, rising. as they
near the .surface as
smooth,
There’s love for me and you !
established
at
the village hotel in Caribou,
boat had to wiiggle through as best she up with hurdles; and even then the botreeede. in gentle terraces until lost in the ever’ii
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where the night and a large
crops,
portion of the next lasting hills. The scenery, just now. from the
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used, in
day was ot necessity passed, because of the rain
And Tain that will not flee :
of these hills is unsurpassed. The white,
So thick is th growth and so numerous paths are under water; you wade,
>• ••".*'.! :i!iou on a
j
step- that descended—uot in little, gentle, peaceful j tops
l?ul on our hearts unaltered
are the tree-stems that although at the ! ping on trees sunk below the
that putter, patter, patter so softie and thatched cottage homes, nestling in quiet eon!
drops,
v
r ler
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to
surface,
i tentment in the broad, green held*; the windSit- Love 'tween you and me!
time of my vi lit. in early January, they and the track will suddenly turn at
upon house-tops, trees and roadways,
situ ation
‘•iinpi'-’v •matter. UsW m*
right lovingly
but in great, tumultuous, deluging showers, ! ing river, gleaming here and there in patches
were not in leaf, it was impossible to see
••
of !due ; and on every side, as far a- the eye can
i- !.•
if witer-tubie
Our love, it ne’er was reckoned.
angles, with a space between the logs at that soaked
right through uplifted umbrellas, j
Yet good it is and true;
far into the woods
You arc hemmed in the angle these turnings are known
the horizon, and shutting in the
i. 11. t!
w.i! 1 Will
iii.
Iu
onty stout coats and thick water-proofs; that beat a | extend, hiding
it
half
the
world
to
me,
dear.
a
to
of
and
when
the
Ithis water table
the guides, so that an .incautious fol- tattoo upon the window panes, and sent the peaceful seen- from the dazzling, gorgeous.
trees;
palisade!
by
It’s all the world to you!
!
forests. As before stated, the customs,
im flatiou.s ot water,
vh
from ti
foliage is out in all its Southern luxuri- lower is soon floundering in water or brooks rushing, hurrying un i -callipering in : glorili-'d
religion and language of the an -ient Aeadians
mad haste across the roads, and down the hills,
oi
ance. you pass along this narrow, tor i deep mud.
ire ail to be found here.
All are Catholics,
intent
on
tin s
t
natural outlet,
doing all the mischief possible. and but tew speak, even
litis
The
tuous canal, with a wall ot verdure on
When our men had forced their way
About Florida.
imperfectly, the EngDoubtlessly it was the hovering spirit ot some ! li':‘
m -..nil
mu. ij.
un- is- 'ii” i-inner w ill,
each side, higher and grander and gloom- through these treacherous
In every home busy’hunds spin
languge.
(footings, they unhappy Xiobe, endeavoring to weep herself 1 out the golden llax and warm, soft wool, or
Frura l.ippincott’s Magazine.’
a;.-c| in
u;->u the hi iu'nt *•! this stratum ol graved. By autumn ploughing,
ier than that
narrowest street of hailed the Everglades with
joy. Hero into stone and using the earth a-* an ample guide the noisy shuttle through the gossiping
<|t" the town,
the preparation cau be greatly advanced
-a
i' ihigh as to
some old
The lliver St. John’s is tho most
ils
rows
with
was
with
water,
Aeeepting this version j
green
Kurojpean
grass and bound- pocket-handkerchief.
and less hurry and more care given to what
singu*W
fid e an * ii; others w !’ Hot
of the case, it is proper to -tat*- that some time j looms; down by some babbling mountain Prook
lar stream <>; water on the continent. The of tall houses op either hand.
And this is | less in extent, with islands of verdure
J the dimple-armed maidens wash white the
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the afternoon the dissatisfied hulv
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s:iii is high‘Mtough .- really necessary work at the time oi
uuring
quit
Indians called it Illaka, and explained no long, nionotUnous canal, in which far here and there covered with trees or culami went into a lit of sulks behind a home-spun linen, boil them in a huge iron k -tll, however, a cross-ploughing
i.• llama”-.- ;
crying,
the growing rops.
pianting
the name as meaning,
It has its own oil the two lines seem to come together in tivated as gardens. The water is from thiek veil of log, spending the remainder of the : tie, over a sparkling sputtering lire, and lnr g
i*e practised instead of the single-ploughmore cleariv no meaning,
them to dry upon the near-by bushes; on .he
t point, thus
appearing to confirm the | one to six feet deep, the bottom firm, day in sullenly sobbing and mourning in the j; door ot the
ing. the amount of preparatory work is noi way—is different from every other.”
:l hart-.-,
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be illloi!
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ample barns the farmers thresh out
dim recesses of the woods,
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with long wooden flails; in th.* outthough
question
slight layer
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auspices our brave party once more started, doorgrain
ht cr- '.ss-ploughiug tend to lessen the labor I that flow into the Arctic Ocean, the Nile ; that parallel li ics would always meet it ! mud.
The Indian custom was to make a like
ovens, built of stone and clay, and roofed
Sal a,
“a journey due north;'* leaving
over with a rude shelter of logs, the
hem far enough.
■! tillage required to develop the crop?
This I rough boat by taking the hide of a beef, behind theupon
1 j and the Ft. John’s are the only rivers on you extended
thnlty
i\M,
pretty, pleasant village of furibou, housewives bake the
■*ioid tlii? general principle to be sound and
tempting wbeaten loa\e>.
the earth’s surface whose waters run due river is crook ■d, more crooked, most and drawing it
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..is s.»il that it wili b
up at the edges in boat lying prosperously ami attractively upon the or.
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by
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the
main—that
north.
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this respect, as well as in
stand on the boat and form.
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govern
practice
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In this the guns, provisions and
sloping banks of the Little Ma luwa-ka, waiting st-me tireplace within: and in
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every pasture sit
ad possible cultivation anterior to planting
in all patience, confidence and serenity the com%
n-‘. -I |
iio m' s ■, ur it ion at
many others, it is peculiar. For more b'ok back, you see uo stream of water— papooses were put, and dragged by a
shepherd -logs, gravely watching tin- quietly
i- 0
at a saving expense—because we
ing
Capital, and King Railroad to develop
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i; wil: h M i:o mov.. warcr. and ii
than one hundred and fifty miles from its von seem to hjtve come just out of the cord made of
flocks. Simplicity, pea--e and plenty
feeding
from island to her
bear-grass
resources
of
wealth,
and
set
her on
e: n
L> the same more readily when the
many
':
m :om o!
a
t
it t ;.e
t he barAs you look forward, there is island. This made a
if journey ing among
mouth it is from two to three miles wide,
hand, one feels
swamp.
depressed track in placidly flowing rivers ahum with bu<v mills the every
1. tie. ad iiti.Mi "1 Watei is eoiit.;wiled,
rel.
growing crop is not in the way. For in- and in some
patriarchs of old, and the idea N not :P..n
no watery
out to twelve
before you—the boat : the grassy surface that remained for
and floating logs. Already the march'of im- sustained
pathway
places
spreads
days
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stance.
he
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rests
the
use
of
the
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v.
iii l-e. and the
primeval
:iil* art.fi iai w.i:er-ta 1who, by
plough or fifteen. It is, in fact,
has reached here, and ulargi -teammerely a chain appears to be rijnning right into the trees. and could be followed like the trail of a provement
d"'ks, but by the happy evidences of healthfin until
1
tlie owest and harrow, or other implement, destroys of
surplus WMO-! wilt pa."
mill, and potato starch factory arc in process of I old
and some of these lakes are only The turns are so short that they are made ( saw-log in the sand.
lakes,
l-v
surrounded
th
age,
same large families
•‘Why don't you go > bed. William.
•peiduir: it tr: water o achii-d taster than ".*• weeds or grass growing or. the held ere shallow basins not more than twelve feet as
unit glauueneu
homes in the Hiieient days,
Mu: Everglades are just a
though upon a pivot. The boat will
!:.t
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>ne 'pn'itig car- can-v ;t oft. it will r <e to
submerged
i-rop is planted, can do so at les> exyou're sleepy ?” asked tin- anxious mother
turn
almost
l'wenty
bright-eyed,
rosy-eheeked,
healthy,
her
own
and
it
;
and
deep.
length,
prairie,
:iie next du’vo, ami in this wav will.
within
the)- exh.bit the manner in of Northern Aroostook is a curiosity. for her.1 happy children are here n. uncommon
“Cause 1 ain’t got no bed t go ?•
the p>*nse ot labor than if he wait for the crop
It is some four hundred miles in
get a start and then attempt it.
.s
length, is accomplished thus the steering appa- which the great Western prairies were j one may ride for miles in positive Yankeehmd j "roup. Men. women and children are family
wati
added fas' eno-ugh, overflow the
replied William, drowsily.
short,
and
is
ratus consists of a man at the helm and tunned.
to
rise
in
the
i
extensive
The
Drain
the
E
and
be
that
a
supposed
!»e
himself
on
l-urri-1.
In
could
and
a!! cases the suri ins
yet easily fancy
argument may
presented
“Cet into the berth above mine."
dark, with mild, pleasant tines,
V
verglades (it
foreign shores; | -light
I say suppos- I two mg ni'grous, wan stout poles, at tne be done), and the present islands would the inhabitants and their houses, language, humble ways and courteous manners. Kvcrv
cross ploughing turns up no small quantity
swamps ot ;South Florida.
vat
w
rise t
pening
‘•Sonvbnd; 's in thar now."
>i sods that will readily grow, and
religion, everything, giving ready I man and boV one meets will lift his iiat and say
I.’;il 1 to and c-M-upe 1 v the upper one.
especi- | ed, for, strange, to say, although this riv- | bow. By no other management could bo hills; submerge a prairie, mil its hills customs and
“Well get in here with me, thar's plent\
to the supposition.
Tin original
politely, “Bonjour! Bonjou !” Matrons anil
This
| or is the first in this country on which the she be navigated. At every turn of the would become islands. Xo tree is found support
xactly what iak”s place wrth a ally if it should be rather moist weather.
room.
Pull oil’ ye;- things and get
Acadians, after long years of exile from the maidens will
the same,bowing all tin* while
i have tried the various methods, and
white man ever floated a ship, the very ! river they have to be up and
'< •'
'vs soon
.train is open- d, it
and on the Everglades, because they are con- happy village of Gr'tnd-lTe, wandered here j m unaffected repeat
doing;
bed.”
directed tie- motherly *?M [er-atii:-*
j four ! each to have some attendant disad- first on whose banks he ever
simplicity. Devout and reveraut in
•''•rrt the
it.' own level,
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settled, anil | the place is no sinecure, for the turns are stantly covered with water, no” trees are and made themselves homes in the ancient j their worship of (iod, they live such *iu«-« re.
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was not sober
any means,
and
tin* water *!'*.« ;.o
runic in faster
vantages. and it is only by a comparison of although it has ever since that time been 1 many. Bending and
bordering the fertile banks of the beau- jj practical, harmonious, restful lives as r- eaiise but lie realized that some by
pushing, working found on the prairies because they were forests,
one was otterhese that the more profitable way can be known and
tiful
St.
John.
than die drain can carry it oil. will hold it
And
here
their
descendone
to
leave
their
iu
abodes
ail
to-day
reluetvisited, its head-waters are j and swearing, they force round the head long covered with water. The time will
peaceful
|
him
over
the
hard tlo«
advantages
iscertaiued. If the working force a farm- still
with the same old habits, ways and •inee. But time waits for no man, and the ing
there
unknown. As it is in scenery and ! of the boat and (give her a new direction. come when this vast plain will be clear of ants live,
speech, a quiet, inoffensive. God-fearing, peace- journey of a half day has earried us awav trom 1 and shivering with < old. In* pulled fv his
In '>nt* Ciisi
1
v.i-.
!>y .1 practical er has at his disposal is rather limited, he climate an African river, a true American Sometimes she will got stuck
among the water, and then we shall have a large J ful people. The same snowy Norman Iv caps Acadia beyond the borders of Maine. and into | boots and coat, and climbed in.
j
■a ill fin ! it expedient to do as much
>n
sstu! operaplough- Nile or Niger, I think it would be n
good trees, and then jthe poles are manned by surface, like the prairies, clear of trees, ! sit daintily upon the heads of the matrons and 1 the dominions of Her Majesty; where, until
The old lady felt the Kentuckian’s hand,
!■
1 at
not correct, for if ing in the autumn as he is able; and if the
idea w
as
soon
as
Dr.
all
hands
and
turns up many men, and;
the steam- and tilted for cultivation by man.
plan,
In [ maidens, bright are the warm woollen kirtles some more favorable |time, we must leave vou. I which was dry and cold, and asked
<aine is not done smoothly or
v\
n}..- drain would lower the waterthoroughly— alive, to catch him Livingstone
and meekly crossed the spotless kerchiefs.
eKii.-O:.
and
start
him
arc
in
to
set
her
free.
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a
these tittle Everglade islands the palm Here
engine
sometimes impossible—then by all meaus j
j “Wliar you been that you'n so ndd?”
employed
d ground. and should
on an
acre
also are the same thatch, d cottag.- roofs,
canoe up this river,
lie would be sure, have seen the bow thus stuck on one side flourishes, and also the
.' r;»1 n d properly.
r
sidle ienf t
Ben sittin’out thar till Pm most froze,”
But
•»s-plough in the spring; for a roughly- j
orange and every with high pointed gabies and dormer windowd
one
and
if
the
and
the
stern
could,
on
the
both
I
urn-'d
other
tree
in
sward
left
any
over
the
over winter will make no
other,
Florida.
The castor-oil projecting
?!.-•• «.a}dllar\ ultra .“ion nt the s.»il. this
A Savage Belle.
mosquitoes
fairly
said the sleepy Kentuckian, who
doorway below; here the
dropped
: did not devour him, to come out at the
same
barns
wide,
tilled
in
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in
the
and
increase
trees
of
labor
to
thrifty
overflowing
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in
be
a
u
d.
the
li-m
Differ* lit soils
pushed
_•
among
boughs. plant grows up
into a doze, and tin- old ladv composed
necessary
large tree of sev- with hay,
In the early history! of a certain min- !
little end of it. Congress should'make Sometimes an overtasked
grain and odorous corn; here the
•>
pole will break, eral years’ life. The arrow-root and same
herselt to sleep.
liug water in dif- •'iltivatiou of the crop succeeding. I have
distaff,
wheels
and
shining
whirring
noisy ing town of the Montana frontier is cm- 1
v, i:
ru
for "p
ploughed another time after the cro>s- an appropriation for this purpose. Who and there is a plunge overboard of its sweet potato patches merely require that shuttles,
I here was a silence of a few minutes,
anti here iue same cuuUmLcd honies,
ij.limed a wild little bit of romance, v, I;,. !;
m_ drains v» id
j;\
h b
a
;
be. ploughing, wiiti; the season was unfavor- knows what lie might not discover if let holders. Nothing worse than a ducking, stirring of the ground necessary in happy children and peaceful flocks. Neither is
when from tin* upper berth came Wiln
to the early decay of the sward, and
loose upon its waters ?
! ‘It*-:.
irt that die capillary
]
however, is received; the river is too removing the full-grown roots to cause wanting the same sottlv tolling Angelus, call- a eorrespondent ot the Alta California de- liam's voice, “Mother! Oh. mother!”
u traction o: the
Its current runs at the rate of
and penitence. Bor- rives from the recital ot one who witnessoii < id irt iy c- untei a :t> have found the result very satisfactory.
only a shallow to drown even a boy. Some- the younger ones to grow and keep on ing the faithful to prayer
Awakened again, the old ladv asked
Hut as <:ich a system would involve an ex- mile an hour; and so
t he tendency o! rh
A
I. *.•<•(• k* lie level
dering ciosely upon {liese happy dwellings of ed what lie relates. When said town was
gradual is the fall times a pole will stick fast in the mud, too growing. It is really not necessary to the
“Is that you a callin'. William
Acadians is an extended settlement of but a
>of labor, over which there is a sub- j that at one
>[ the drain:
vv.
hf iii
Mid where the
where a company of hardy
hundred and fifty miles from tight to be removed and will draw its plant more than once, it is a lazy man’s < anadian French, not so
;
camp,
“Who's that down
"Yes, ma’am.
-umtial doubt as to its general profit, I will
thrifty and prosperous. miners had ‘‘struck a new
drains mv u-o far
that the waterits mouth the level is
three feet six holder over as the steamer moves on.
prospect,1* an thar?” asked the curious William.
paradise. Xo wonder the Indians were Only a short drive, from (’aribou bring- one Indian tribe ot
j inches above that of only
not urge it as expedient.
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undergoing a process of liquida- The water seems to vibrate, and this im- best troops for valor and hardihood the ment f«»the warm-hearted hostess, and due con- j
higher, and stepping back a few feet, he
she
that
had
»d»*
oi penning hogs at this season is in
realize
never
able
to
tion.
the air of tin; v e>in IV mi getting too dry;
has ever seen, either before or sideration of self, one feels really bound to do. ! though
ame at it with a curious sidelong swing
rail pen, without protection from the
not been
born an Indian.
With the
parts a peculiar appearance to everything world
i:•
st eam, i; is
air w'
How delightful if all imposed tasks were as
thus, by liiiing
jn omcr respects, also, ianu-uues are
and motion, anti over he went amid the
since. There is no record in the history
minto
of
»am k
rendered t .-1
!•--- nutritious to weather. The consequence is that such insecure in this part of the world. There seen through it.
easy, for with admiring the dainty color of the
good
growth
peculiar
cheers of the crowd.
M’olumbus (Ohio)
of adventure brighter and stronger than brown that cleaves so closely to the tender rapidity
<o.s are not fit to
keep a living animal in; were first the old
t
<>, that exis il
The ledges of white limestone forming
the Inng- and
ing “placers,” the encampment presently -Journal.
Spanish grants previous
that of these men, who, plunged into an white of the meat; balancing drops of the
wet and filthy, cold and uncomfortable as
into a town by the rival of new
r in a d ad •areas-’,
tent with tiie fumeto 170U; then the English grants; then the floor of this cup are each set in a
levcloped
unknown wilderness, without supplies or luscious honey in the sparkling candle-light;
they are, hogs will not take on fat, and a the new
Other wohi- something of a
rids damn atmo-piif!
Spanish grants; then the territo- frame of long, waving green water-grass hope of aid, encountered and conquered sipping the hot, delicious eolfee; watching the companies and enterprises.
Hadn't Jined 'em Yet
-tea.i»t',g proves- on
Kin, and thus great proportion of the food is wasted rial United States
and verdant moss, whose vivid color and
ruddv. dickering blaze of the lirelight, and men emigrated thither lrom California
and
now
modgrants;
while
are kept in them, while the tilth,
numerous
well-armed
they
tribes,
liable
take
savage
to
render.- tin! person extremely
listening to the seductive sinking ot the merry and the East, a missionary established a
shades of green reflect the rays of the
ern possession.
These
often
overmany
considerable amount of which the hogs
rights
crossed immense rivers, traversed large Kettle and the soft purring of the eat, one quite
old, a> s oil as he g )c- .'do tin open air.
A rather verdant young man. whose
church, a capitalist opened a hotel, and
and interfere with each other. lie- sun as perfectly as in the open air. The
tracts of country, discovered the Missis- forgets the driving min and roaring wind out- the law
We want the air of a stove room ventilat- will consume, must be detrimental to their lap
its system. All this j features exhibited every symptom of bewater is so perfectly transparent that a
sides
organized
add
the
war
these,
with
and
to
the
ceases
to
think
that
there
must
health
of
those
who
eat
side,
and
claims,
utterly
pi, and penetrated as far west as the of
with the emerald,
'd—changed !;,utn pun air from without; health,
their flesh. It is not only safer but more property sold for unpaid taxes, covering
pearl button dropped on the rocky floor can Rocky Mountains,
necessity be any to-monows. After supper : occurred in a few years, during which ing slightly tinged
of waft n.
The
before lie Soto’s death
ii vs h tin* \ ap
not to
time the belle lrom the wild was educated lately entered a jewelry store in New
rest in the best spare chamber, with pure white
be as distinctly seen as in the palm of the
jeonomical to give fattening animals good
and
can
else,
everything
you
imagine
and the destroying] effect of long march- walls
omv way yet known t*# improve the air of
coming cleanly down to the bright home- and converted to Christianity by a mis- York, and gazing earnestly into the showshelter and dry beds and litter, and keep what a Florid; title to land must be.
In hand. The deep borders of long grasses es and a terrible warfare
any room w';.„<• i oy artili ial beat, is to them
compelled the made carpet., and set round with high, quaint, sionary, and then became the wife of the ease. remarked
clean. The labor wdl be well short, a Florida estate implies a law-suit. undulate continually with the motion of
quite
time
or
from
to
!
>•
window
a
time,
few survivors to take boat for Mexico.
neatly-kept, old-fashioned furniture. On the
open
“You’ve got a heap of mighty pretty
Englishman who had been her so faithful
i came by sea to L'ilatka, one hundred the water, and the limestone rocks at the
*
as
while tin ; itnily an- tit. table, eating repaid.
I looked upon these silent pieces of stand sits composedly a queer, high, narrow- benefactor. The two are even now the breast
the
pins thar, mister, what might you
hue of richly burnishbottom assume
nocked pitcher and basin of stone daintily
and fifty miles above the mouth of the St.
Hu
b
I)r.
their regular meals.
;
armor
with strange emotions.
Take white pine pitch, rosin, beeswax
They trimmed in blue; above the long-legged bureau host and hostess of a prosperous eating- ax for ’em ?”
and taking a small steamboat ed silver tinged with green. Myriads ot
John’s,
a
distant
in
tones
of
ami honey, one ounce each; fresh lard, one
past a narrow glass, resplendent in frame of gilt and house of the town, and may be seen by
thrilling
“What sort of a pin would you like to
of all kinds and sizes peculiar to spoke
Sunshine and Sleep.
half pound ; melt well together over a slow sailed at night to navigate the Oeklawa- fish,
—of men long gone from earth, who had black: and folded over the plump, plethoric
traveller willing to test their excel- look at ?” asked the merchant.
This means, in Indian language, this region, are seen swimming ami sportbed the whitest ot linen sheets, fragrant with any
tin ; stir quite thick, so that the parts may ha.
borne
a
brilliant part in its history,
“Well, I dunno,” said the visitor, pointSleepless people—ami tin y are many in not settle and separate. This makes an ex- The Boggy River; and it well deserves ing in these forests of grasses and moss. and who, it
lavender, thyme and sweet smelling mint, and lent fare.
they did nothing else, had covered
with graceful pink lilies on a field of
ing to a plain Masonic pin (the compass
America—should court the sun. The very ] cellent
for harness galls, cuts, the name, for it is merely a narrow wind- It is a pleasant sight to collect them about
for
the
application
and
smoothed
the
way
and square), “how much is that yore ?”
white. With the sound of the turbulent St.
worst soporific is laudanum, and the very ami sores of all kinds.
the boat and see them scrambling for preparod
ing canal through a cypress swamp.
No Bones in the Ocean. Mr. Jeffrey
Lie John roaring and rushing in the distance,
of the men ot our day.
“Five dollars, only sir,” was the reply.
j
heat, sunshine. Therefor* it is very plain
No more singular journey can be im- crumbs of bread. The trees around, cy- progress
Soto’s march broke the large and growing responded to at intervals by the shouting, wav- has established the fact that bones disap- “It’s a very line pin,
Lime is of great efficacy in tile eradicathat poor sleepers -dioukl pass as many
and moss-covered live-oak, crowd
eighteen carat gold,
was
a
Our
vessel
mere
canal
oil
to
one
press
drops thankfully
sleep pear in the ocean. By dredging it is com- and
agined.
Indian power in the South, and first in- ing forests,
hours as possible in sunshine, and as few as tion of sorrel from sour laud, and its eifects
and dreams all night of shouting hosts, trampboat, fitted up with a steam-engiue, nine- the banks, and thirstily dip their branches
mon to bring up teeth, but rarely ever a
of
the
man which
terror
white
that
that
A
writer
are
spired
“You
in
the
shade.
women
are
havn’t
says
one
with a little gold
usually permanent.
Many
possible
ary
ing horses, marching battalions, sweet-scented
ty foot long by twenty wide, and drawing in the water.
1
has rendered subsequent colonization pos- meadows and childish days, and among them bone of any kind ; these however compact, ! hand-saw laid across it, have
martyrs, and yet they don. know it. They lie once knew a (field containing one hunI have seen many wonderful things,
you?” intwo feet of water. A wheel at the
sible.
He was the forerunner of our all a haunting, bewildered face that keeps con- dissolve if exposed to the action ot the i
shut the sunshine out < !' their houses and dred and sixty-six acres, which formerly only
the
be
would
and many beautiful things, in Florida,
terrupted
purchaser.
with
a rudder on each side of it,
rear,
Mademoiselle!
On the contrary, |
water but a little time.
he prepared the way for us. We stantly repeating “Xevare,
their hearts,they wear veils,they carry par- grew nothing hut heath. A good dressing
“I believe not, sir.” said the merchant.
but nowhere have 1 ever seen such a gem fathers;
A morning in the country
so many!”
us four miles an hour.
teeth—which are not bones any more than
owe him a debt of gratitude, and ac- Nevare
asols, they do all possible things to keep off of lime was applied on the surface of the propelled
“I am just out of my time, and gwine
of perfect beauty as Silver Spring.
—all, truly, there is n<> morning beside. In the
We
forced
ourselves
doubled
the
value.
had
which
literally
through
influence
whales are fish—resist the destroying ac- to set
sward,
nearly
the subtlest and ye4 most potent
knowledge our debt.
city you have something that passes for it—a
up as a carpenter and jiner, and 1
trees.
the
The
flush
smokestack
was
the
Oeklawaha
Silver
them
to
up
tion
of
the
Sailing
sea-water indefinitely. It is,
past
strength,
which is intended
give
dim, gray light clambering up in the east, and
A correspondent says that for removing
thought I’d like some sort of a sign to
with the deck; higher it would not have Spring, and traversing a chain of large
not time
Is
it
dim
the
shadows
that
a
lover
unlike
and
cheerfulness
Out
in
San
Francisco
have
a
solvent.
therefore,
Still the wear about me, so lolks would have an
disappeared
rejected
beauty
powerful
knots from plum trees, he takes a paint
been safe— the overhanging limbs would inland lakes, you reach the limits of hab- named
which makes you conclude that it
to change all this, and so get color and
popular opinion is that it is brine. 11 idea who 1 was. What do you tax for
Kelley dunned liis favored rival isiu the west,
brush, dips it in spirits of turpentine and have
But here how ditferent! Here it is an
it off. Indoed. the sides of itation. If very curious and very perse- for
day.
swept
roses in our pale checks, strength in our
in
the
the
The
the
such
were
bottom
of
the sea that ar pin you’ve got yer hands on ?”
case,
courting
lady.
money spent
thoroughly saturates the knot, being care- the boat were
array of hosts and a marching of a kingly proweak backs and courage in our timid souls.
actually scarred by the vering, you may pass on, on horseback, particulars' are not as yet made public, cession.
ful not to touch the tree except In the diswould, long ago, have been shallowed by
First appears a pale pearly light,
“Seven dollars, sir,” said the merchant,
of trees, and when on deck you and try to reach the Everglades. They
The women of America are pale and deli- eased
"boughs
“As
Mr
the
Call
is
at
immense
The
the
exof
kills
the
vast
accumulation
and
shadows
of
that
it
carcasses
parts.
says,
army
turpentine
Kelley
for,[as
warning
night
producinga compass and square surroundcate, they may be blooming and strong and cresence, and the trees put out healthy had to stoop and dodge to avoid being lie far south, and cover many counties. the hospital
is time to llee; and after it countless couriers
trom
live
of
the
con
suffering
gashes
products
vegetable kingdom
ing the letter (I.
the sunlight will be a potent aid in this brauches below it. He burns all branches swept off by them.
I was awakened There is a vast luxuriance of vegetation with a
torches of flaming scarlet that set the
bowie-knife, we have not consulted bearingboundaries
stantly lloaliug into them.
“Seven dollars, eh ?” said the youth.
of heaven in a conflagration.
whole
transformation.
of diseased trees removed in pruning.
early by the crashing sound they made on in this land of sun and moisture. Nature him personally.”
which
of
the
material
Dentine,
“I’ll take it—sorry yer didn’t hev the hand
peculiar
These are the heralds of the great King of Day.
the side of the boat, against which my is so powerful that she conquers man.
teeth
are
enamel
and
the
blade
and
each
of
and
covering
formed,
shining
What is the value of old plaster taken
grass
saw, though, but reckon everybody ’ll
dew-glistenA correspondent thinks shorts fed to
bod lay. When the day broke and I step- The richest places—swamps lull of deep,
Bonaparte once said to Madame de Con- ing leaf rouses itself to welcome Ids coming, as | them, offer extraordinary resistance to understand
it. The compass to measure
milch cows make more milk than clear from the walls of houses, used as a top
out, I found I was in an entirely new rich mould, and covered with trees mat- dorcet, widow of the philosopher, and triumphantly on he rolls through the burnished those chemical agences which resolve out the
ped
contains
lime
and
Old
plaster
work, and the square to see its all
ineal, and that ground oats are better thau dressing?
of splendor and salutes the earth with one
The river was gone, and we ted together by vines and brushwood— a noted politician of her time:
world.
gates
“I
do
into nothingness.
broad baptism of dazzling light. Acadia in all other animal remains
either, fcbut corn meal and shorts mixed hair, both of which arc useful upon the were toiling through a swamp of immense are left as God made them, while inferior not like women who meddle with
right after it’s clone measured, and every
poli- its quiet
loveliness never laid fairer upon the Mounds in the West, tumuli in Europe durnod fool orter know that H allus
make richer milk. He has tried potatoes land; besides, a considerable portion of
Land
there
to
tics.”
sho
trees.
was
none
in
are
cultivated
because
easier
To
which
lands
instantly replied: hanks of the Minas than lies this new home of and Asia, which are belived to antedate stands
with moderate success. < >t all the roots he plaster of parts is often present. To use it cypress
for •jimlct /”
it should be sight; only swamp on both sides as far as clear and drain. We meet extensive for- “Ah, General, as long as you men take the exiled farmers upon the sloping borders of scared history for thousands of years,yield
has tried he thinks sugar beets are the best. a„ a top dressing on grass,
a
could
the
trees
of
as
we
to
cut
off
our
the
beautiful
the
ests
and
St.
a
heads,now
then,
coarse
sieve.
John,
penetrate
truly
cypress,
especially
styled.
eye
among
approach
fancy
After trying pumpkins fairly, he could see beaten small and run through
up perfectly sound teeth, on which time
In a Virginia town, a ball was held in a furniNEW ACADIA,
In fact this should be done at any rate If rising out of the water, and stretching the Everglades. In the Seminole war, we are intrusted in knowing why you dc
no increase of milk from their use, but beappears to have made no impression ture warerooiu. and the orchestra was perched
and
it.”
branches
our treops
encountered
trunks
some
sevfirst
Little
their
tali
be
to
is
Cyfor
miles
value
half
its
gained.
the
most northeastern
whatever.
stretching
lieves it was a little richer.
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South Carolina Robbed of $30,000,000.
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several days past the most start'it nnnois h ive been alloat in financial
l -. and
rclleoting seriously upon the
redit ol the Stale of South Carolina,
a-l ii was said that an immense over-ishad been made by Mr. ICempton, the
stale linaiieial agent.
This was quickly
lowed by an announcement that every
member ol the State Government, from
tiie Governor down, had arrived in the
Those statements and facts had
n il a
powerful effect on the market that
'be bonds of the State lluctuated as vioutiy as ever did gold during the uneeruu dap
of the war, the tendency, hower, being to weaken the value of the
ond-.
liven after a most strict and thorigli investigation it seemed almost ims'-sihle to give a really connected statemilt of thi* actual
condition of affairs,
ol
ertainly the wildest reports yet proOinlg.red do not exceed what is apparentmi,
lo judge from all that rail be
arm d from the most
trustworthy snure-

A

PROPRIETOR.

sl'A ITMKNTv

••

house,

a

Having thus done what we could to
right this great wrong, we dismiss the
subject for the present.

Subscribers are requested to take notice o( the date
ou the colored slips attached to the
paper. It Is the
only lorm ol receipt now used. For instance, 15
May 71. means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment Is made, the date will
be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
receipt in lull is sent with every paper. Subscribers
in arrears are requested to lorward the sums due.
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President

the

gave

Administrators. Executors and Guardians
desiring their advertisements published in the
Journal will please so state to the Court.

■■

earnestness,

Let him remember that Stewart of New
and

i:i■ t :ibout which there is no
quesii in:iA lslie stated that the Ameriui
Hank Note Company, of this city,
printed bonds ut‘the State of South
43* In sending money, state T11K POST OFFICE
to which the paper is seut._#0'
.m
t.> 1 in
amount of :$:>(),fM b.ooo,
■Ii have I icon passed into the posses"i Mi
kempton : that tor some pur
The Grant Chariot at Bangor.
die several members of the State
Few .it the citizens of Maine have not
nnmuit ar
in the city, and that other
'urn
wealth, to whom the credit seen or heard of Dr. Orrin Fitzgerald, of
J
the Mate i- a \ital question, are watehThe Doctor does not coniine his
Dexter
■1
"
It is said that 1
eedino;s.
pi
ministrations to the sick to any one localin"
Sentt on being questioned in real i" die
printing ot this great amount ty. hut travels abroad and nmnilests him••iids admitted that they had been self to all the
people of the State, and
!. but denied that all had been isi even beyond its borders, llis hand bills
he
was
or
unable
unwilihhiuigh
are scattered as the snow flakes, and his
>\ wliat the amount of the issue
Those who charge the over- strikingly handsome portraiture which
hen
>trp in with the question, adorns them has thus become as familiar
W 11.it was tin1 object of printing these
?s household words through the paper
"
1> it it wa*' not the intention to use
there is no informality why proclamations which bear healing on their
iii, and i!
i,"
!edit ot the State be hazarded by wings.
Printing ink has done much for
a i;!i« tiding the taels?”
There was only the doctor, but lie does not
rely solely upw:,v
in which the bonds could have
on that potent mixture
for success. Tie
n
legally issued, and that was under
r
an act
authorizing loans for the understands thoroughly human nature,
.* [•">«* of
taking up other bonds ot the and that nothing so much attracts and
lint ii is said that no part of tin* lives attention as the
striking display of
't \
\ ei
raised has been used lor any
tins1
horses.
the doctor, with
Accordingly
.<
h pm po<e. and that the debt which the
convention of May last dis- ! infinite pains and at great cost, has bepayi r
i\
s'ei| to be about SLikoOi»,000, was so come possessed of the finest team in all this
\ increased that the State was
region—four coal black stallions, of faultU'.mH.I IKI.l lXSOl.YKNT,
less form, elegant action and high spirit.
".itIn• i* would be it it should assume the
They are at once the apple of his eye
-1* *11-;',iIity of paying the debt which
1-ecu heaped upon it.
among his treasures, and next to judicious
it
is
However,
iily improbable that the taxpayers ever j advertising the means of attracting public
•1'
11-enr to saddle themselves with
attention. When the doctor drives out in
a
responsibility, as they have al- 1 liis elegant barouche, handling the lines
11{v expressed a determination not to
with skill, and confident of being unapMine an indebtednesss ot over ss,ooi»Taken in connection with the pres- proachable in the elegance of his turn-out.
:11 sviieenei* of tlie South Carolina
all the town is agog with excitement, adgovi: ’;
n t ollieials, the
following incident miration and wonder.
isisuspicion upon their integrity:
As the time of film Presidential journey
Hniing the session mentioned above ot
Me
t:ixp:iver>* convention a request was I to Bangor approached, it was found that
ireh* t<» Mr. 1'arker, State Treasurer, for the occasion lacked one element of suc‘*nnissjon to examine the accounts of his !
cess.
The cars were all ready, the es'‘piiiment. to which he consented with
eort arranged, the rooms at the Bangor
nu«*h <ho\v of
but when the
"ii

Minister, Rear Admiral in the navy or
Medical Director in the army, he has but
He need not bo too modest.
to ask.
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Let him ticket the horses and

$20,000 barouche to the White House,
freight paid. Then if he wants to be
Seeretaiy of the Treasury or Foreign

York
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the hint.

Correspondence.

straightway Congress

had a

special

message asking that a law forbidding a
merchant to be Secretary of the TreasHis
ury might be repealed.
is the most grateful of men.

Excellency

Boston, Nov. 11.
In the elder time, and up to within a year, a
November trip from Belfast to Boston was
preceded by anxious scanning of the weather
signs. “Shall we have a good night of it?”
was the serious inquiry from those not of scaproof stomachs. It is so no longer of necessity. The Railroad gives us a stormy weather
outlet, and like the provident woodchuck, we
are not compelled to put our trust in one hole
for escape.
Intending to take the Sanford
steamer on Monday afternoon, I
found the
cold north-west wand ami threatening sky too
ominous of discomfort on a raging sea. So I
did not abide in the ship, but committed myself and luggage to ‘the care of Conductor Mace,
and moved westward to the Burnham junction
for a night ride by rail to Boston. And promptly rolled in at the depot the long train from
Bangor, with two of the Pullman palaces at the

report of the Paper Credit Commission. making 531 pages, has been comPullman is a benefactor. If “blessed be lie
pleted, and a copy is before us. If the who invented sleep,” its the devout Spaniard
aspiring multitude that labored to build exclaimed, then twice blessed be he who inthe tower of Babel, had each undertaken, vented railroad sleep with coinfort. Stepping
out of the raw air into one of the cars was like
after the disaster, to explain its cause,
going into the warmth and luxury of a drawing
the gathered opinions might be something
room,with carpets, rich curtains,mirrors, and all
Ii begins nowhere and comforts and conveniences. The attentive colorlike this report.
ends in the same place. Like the bewil- ed youth was converting the lower tier of seats
dered pedestrian who walked seven times into berths,lotting down the upholstered shelves
around a race course, and refreshed him- which constituted the upper ones, spreading
the sheets and blanket** and saying in turn
self at the same wayside tavern, the rota- out
to each possessor of a Pullman ticket, “Your
to
a
sameness
reader
ting
begins perceive
berth is
Soon the
of the
The

in the narrative. Each and every dealer is
extremely honest, but somebody else is a
thief.

They

are

joined and yet separate,

like links of sausage from an individual

ready,sir."

passage

way

hand bv long curtains,
floor, with here ami
there a citizen of the republic getting out of his
clothing to a greater or less extent, according
to individual taste. Ladies there were too—
but of the possibilities of those shelves for hoopskirts, hack-hair, and other mysteries, 1 am not
car was

walled

on

depending from

either

roof to

pig. Each broker puts out more sprouts
ol corruption than an East Indian banyan
grove, and all are joined in bonds of prepared to speak. They were mostly congreswindling closer than the Siamese twins. gated in a closed apartment at the rear, though
The volume will

purpose except
to swell the exorbitant bills of the State
serve no

and to go down to posterity as
It is
of the curiosities of literature.

printer,
one

pretty evident that
be endured, along

the swindle has got to
with all the rest ot the

robberies that were
tions of civil
that

perpetrated by

the

thrown to the surface in the ebulli-

scum

war.

anything

cious horde.

was

Let

be thanktul

us

saved from the rapa-

If the old

time

practice

in fashion, ot prefacing volumes
scrap of poetry, we should suggest

wore

now

with

a

for this one a couplet from Pope—
‘•Blest paper credit! Last ami best supply!
That lends corruption lighter wings to tly.”
The Belfast Journal is again vexed in spirit
by “the hand-writing on the wall.” It complains that the teachers permit their urchins to
the chalk crayons designed for blackpurloin
board use. and it seems that the artistic instincts
of the Belfast gamin find their favorite expression in supplementing the suggestive paragraphs of the sanctum by their crude but apposite illustrations
upon the office hall-wav.
The Journal says.
As it is every boy has crayons in his pocket, and
uses them on very slight provocation.
Last week
we delected three boys at this business in our office
entry, and gave them the choice between cleaning
the wall or going before the Police Court. They did
a good deal ot penitential scrubbing in the next two
hours.

voted side by side, and thee, when they voted
the last occasion ttny voted with the Liberal party against the partj that was not; there
was a great deal of
cheating and disguising,
and men did it as much as women. The next

the curtained
outpost
avenue, manifesting themselves by the feminine
giggle, and at the occasional stops of the train
a suppressed wail attested that the cares of
maternity were there. Complying with the
suggestion of the attendant, my tickets were
placed under a metallic slip at the foot of the
berth, that the conductor might see them readily. And thus “marked and numbered on the
margin,” as the bills of lading have if, I voyaged
to the land of Yod, lulled bv the steady roll of
the wheels and the easy swaying ot the car.
Sometimes at stations the change from motion
to rest would cause an awakening, and then
noises which had been drowned became audible.
A snoring neighbor took those occasions to assert himself, like a fog-horn to the listening
mariner, with suppressed laughter from the
girls at the far end of the car. At length, with
a jerk of the train that caused my musical
neighbor to awaken with a snort, we stopped
at the depot in Boston, in the gray of the morning. The free American of African descent
brought the freshly shining boots to the early
risers, received the remunerative scrip, assisted
the uninitiated in the mysteries of Pullman
washings and toilets, and made smooth the
sometimes rugged ways of railway travel.
The facilities and comforts of travel over this
route are now of the first class. The Maine
Central has spared no expense or labor on its
part. Mr. Prescott, who is to remain in charge
there

was

or

an

two in

Readers of the literary tit-bits to which we of the Pastern road from Boston to Portland,
have referred, will recognize something more
is •me of the most accomplished railroad superthan “slight provocation,” and while the police j
intendents in the country, and is adopting every
tolerate the letter-press they should have mercy
The amount of “penitential ;
on the artists.
possible device that can render travel rapid,
to
lessons
efface
the
scrubbing” required
taught comfortable and safe. The movements of trains
these misguided youths, could hardly be measured by our present standard of time, as the are regulated by telegraph, and at every station
most extravagant use of lye would avail noth- :t bail is displayed by day from a mast and a
ing in such a task, j Bangor Whig.
lantern at night, without seeing which no train
Thu Miss Naneyish anti affected chastity i< permitted t<» conic up to a station.
\NNl A I. ELECTION.
of the Whig is making it as ridiculous as

Legislature was of the opposite complexion politically, and they took from the women and the
negroes the right to yote. and they did it unconstitutionally.
This may serve as a specimen. The debate
was

conduteil with the utmost courtesy and

fairness, with about equal ability, and it would
difficult to say how the votes of the audience
the question would have preponderated.

he
on

A

LEGACY

OF

THR WAR.

>

«

>

mir

out

horseflesh was known, and it was conced-

ed that the fountain of
afresh

Mr.

■

at the loss of

his sore-tailed colt must not be

1IL.AYY CLAIMS.

Kempton, the financial agent, it is
a -tilled, brings claims
against the State
;•■!
commissions
and services to the
amount of some $1,000,000, and so closely
in league with him are the other officers
that they have not dared to resist the payment ot Ins claim, although much of it
-.a- been proved
to be for renewals ol
redit which have been made time and
a,in. and for each of which transactions
habarged commissions of various
aid
amounting in tin* aggregate to
a' fifteen per cent., just the same as
a
igh they had been new loans or trane ooiis.
So in time he has in
repeated
a amnions swallowed
up more money
'aaii the original loans amounted to.

grief

animals,

in

a

opened

of any defective
moment of inspiration,

by the trotting

out

the turn-out of the doctor

that he

was

ty is led to demonstrate in crayon the most
striking contents of the local sheet, what

was thought ot,
straightway des- should the
Whig expect ? Clearly that
patched. The oily tongue of the envoy the editor each
morning should iind a
speedily lubricated the bearings of the rude hut
striking portraiture of himself on

and

J

mortal, and we believe has been brought to that conclusion.
If the theory of the Whig be correct, that
the mind of the vagrant youth of a locali-

taught

messenger

a

doctor’s
honor

consent.

was

He discoursed of the

conferred, suggested the

credit that

would be reflected from the Presidential

occupancy, and insinuated delicately, very

the office door, with the assinine outlines,
towering ears, and hopeless stupidity
which have been described so prominently in the treacherous poem. Surely the

delicately, that honors might be in store
young Bangorilla has artistic aspirations,
complaisant lender, and that the and
crayons are cheap. If detected the
Whig should compliment him in its hap- youth would have one advantage. Penipiest vein.
tential scrubbing might efface the image
\
1M »'•>! KI,F. LA VoKAHI.K 1 LATl UK.
The doctor was taken by storm,
lie
of the ass, hut the fact would remain.
< me feature alone seems
favorable to j gave his assent. Speedily was polish apState credit..
It is asserted most pos- I
plied to the gold-mounted harnesses, and
The extension of the Maine Central
bveiy, while admitting that Kempton
to the steeds, till their coats
made this frightful over-issue ol grooming
railroad from Danville ,1 unction to Port■aid
that his operations have been car- were like the sheen of sill;. And when land is now
complete, and trains run over
d on. not in the capacity of financial the auspicious day came, the turn-out in
it regularly. The line from Waterville to
rent of the State, but on his own person- all its
glory waited at the depot the mag- the junction was narrowed on
a-mount, thus involving only his own
Monday
isterial coining. The thunder of the canand Tuesday. The labor ol doing this
If this lie true, then the
personal credit.
atiie overissue could be repudiated non at last told the arrival, the train halt- was
immense, calling for the drawing
\ ith«hir discredit to the State.
Again, it ed, and between the lines ot military the and
driving anew of .OSW.OOO spikes, for
charged that all the money the State man of smoke approached the carriage.
one item.
Two hundred and twenty men
ever received from
Kempton for loans
fide by authority has been about 17 per With a final look to see that all was right, did the
job trom Waterville to Winthrnp
•»*nt. of the gross amount, the remainder the doctor stepped out.
Ksculapius evac- between daylight and eleven o’clock. A.
leiving been retained by him as commis- uated and Mars occupied. All the time M., and the
following day narrowed the
m
and that of what it did receive the
of the Presidential stay did the high otliremainder. The regular trains were not
mite has had the benefit of very little, as
.!•>-?
of it had been spent for all manner cial ride in state, and the owner of all the
interrupted, but the work was so conduct1
n-ele•
and even profligate purposes. elegance, on foot and undistinguised, ed
that they went over the road on time.
kf.F.PINO THINGS DARK.
mingle with the common herd. It some Under the direction of
Superintendent
It is further said that the members of thought crept in of the professional gain
Noyes everything moved like clockwork,
government have used all manner of that might have resulted from the display
only a good deal faster. Through pasho ices to prevent facts from becoming
of the rightful owner behind the proud
mown in this city that
sengers can now take their choice of
might raise sus- steeds, some
irrepressible reflection that routes.
picions as to the financial integrity of the
1

for the

e

'■

■

■

Mate, uml thus make the bonds unmarketable
For instance, tlie interest on a part
f the debt is payable in New Vork and a
•art in < \humbia, S. ( \
That falling due
'■•entJy in New Vork has been promptly
,d, while not one cent has been receiv! in Columbia of the amount due there.
I X

CENSES OF TUB 1-EtUSl.A.TLRE.

he

had suffered himself to lie over persuaded—they were all dismissed in the
assured belief that lie should have justice
m

the end.
Well, the

pageant

came

and

went.

'The

torch light procession swept by.
bayonets ot the escort gleamed in
light. The President made his speech

The

A'fhu it is tuund that the expenses of the
tin- last session ot the Legislature remains with
few words and fewer ideas. He ate
yd unpaid, it amounts to the very re- his
dinner, bowed to the matrons, and
spectable sum of $800,000. This was discovered by some gentlemen who began took lingering kisses of the gushing girls,
to wonder why no call had
yet been is- with that- “unmistakable fire in his eye,”
ued for :i meeting of the Legislature on which the editor of the
Portland Adverthe i'7th day of the present month, as has
tiser saw and chronicled.
The Whig
been the custom heretofore. And they
naturally concluded that apprehension of sent out its morning issue, but no acthe discovery which would be sure to en- knowledgements to the doctor.
Then
uc when the
Legislature met, had prompt- came Vanceboro, and the banquet in the
d the (Governor to disregard his duty in
guarded tent. There were more speechthis particular.
I’o conclude, it should lie stated that es, and tiie woman who reached the Presthis information is front a source which ident by striding
along the festive board,
entitles it to the highest credit. The perslipping on a butter plate, and sitting
sons giving it expressed a confident bedown on a pyramid ot ice-cream.
All
lie! that a fraudulent issue amounting to
$go,bb0,o00 of the State bonds had been these were duly flashed over the country
negotiated and the money misapplied, by telegraph, and set forth in the colami were convinced that il it should prove umns of the
Whig—but still no justice to
that the State was involved to that amount
the doctor. And ever since, even unto
u was utterly and irrevocably insolvent.
tins day, has that contumacious committee
t.ATicn— $30,000,000!
and ttie wicked Whig refused to notice
New York, Nov. (i.
The World states that new develop- him whose liberality lent to the occasion
ments make it certain that South Carolina one of its ehiefest attractions.
To crown
bonds over issued, amounts to $30,000,000 all these
the Progressive Age ot
wrongs
instead of $:;o,boo,(i0ii. that $1.5,000,000
this city, as if to add the last feather to
have been signed and shipped to Europe
The remainder are being the burden oi this great contumely and
for sale there.
jmt in the market here, it says the same neglect, represents the President as
programme has been carried out by “seated in a splendid barouche drawn by four
North Carolina officials, and a prominent handsome black horses. It was the President's
Southern railroad is interested in the lat- equipage, and had been brought from Washington. The barouche was a gift to the President
ter.
and is said to have cost $20,000. The top of
the baroache was thrown back and the multi't In* granite guames of Vinal Haven and adtude were enabled to get a full view of the Presjacent islands employ some eighteen hundred ident.
workmen. The pay roll of one company foots
We suspect that our blundering neighAnother company
no about $*0,000 a month.
disburses about $50,000 per month. The greater
bor has accidentally hit the mark in the
and
in
Rockland
circulates
art
ttiis
of
money
1
allusion tp a gift. The doctor should take
vicinity.

Capt. Bucklaud, whom many in Belfast
pleasantly remember as formerly connected with our road, is now Chief Engineer of the Bangor and Piscataquis
will

Railroad.

In a note to us he mentions
that the extension of that road, eight miles
in length, from l'oxcroft to Guilford, is
now completed,
except one mile of ballasting, and trains are running regularly.

This, it will he remembered,

was

the ob-

jective point of the Belfast road, on its
way to the Lake; but it is now apparent
that Bangor has won in the race, and
means to keep ahead.
We hear with sincere regret of the
death of George B. Burns, Esq., ol Calais,
which took place on the 8th inst. He was
an able lawyer, a leading Democrat of
that section, having been recently a member of the State Committee, and was
highly esteemed in all the relations of
life. Mr. Burns was a native of New
Hampshire, and had resided in Calais
about

twenty years.

The Park Street Pulpit, is the title ot a
volume just issued by J. R. Osgood &
Co. It contains twenty recent sermons
by Rev. W. II. II. Murray, the popular
Boston clergyman, and the lecturer on

Deacons,

&e.

Mr.

Murray’s

numerous

admirers will find much to interest them
in the volume.

He is

one

of the most

thoughtful and original preachers
day.

of the

—We learn from the Kennebec Journal
that A. B. Farwell, of paper credit fame,
is building a drain from his
premises towards the State
jHouse. The drain used
to be the other way,

disregard of the price of paper, that even
non-voting stranger finds his arms full of
them as he passes by the voting places. The
Democratic vote bore the old lievolutionary
rallying cry ot “Adams and Liberty” in fancy
green lettering across the l»ack. Hut alas!
those times, like the days of chivalry, are no
utter
the

more.
I

KMAI.K

MITKAOE

Attracted bv the announcement that the question of the right anil expediency of permitting
women to vote would be discussed at Music
Hall on Wednesday evening, 1 dropped in, to
discover if possible how soon our ward rooms
and ballot boxes must be enlarged to crinoline
proportions. The affirmative side was supported by its acknowleged leader and champion.
Mrs. Livermore, and the negative by (Jen.
James A. Hall of Maine. Music Hall is a
beautiful structure, and never appeared to better advantage than on this occasion. An audience composed of the best intellect of Boston
tilled its full capacity, up through the rows >f

balcony to the fretted and gilded roof. The
great organ, with its huge shining pipes giving
a radiance of gold, and its statuary challenging
admiration, was yielding its harmony to the
subtle touch of a woman's fingers,—shaking the
building with its double bass. And sinking into
soft.wierd notes, like far-distant music heard
at

evening.

Soon

a

ripple

of

applause

ran

Water. A Commodious
Polite Officers.
Windy
and Rough Seas.

Steamers and

Boston, Nov. 13, 1871.
long, sharp whistle; a
whriring of wheels; a dashing of water;
the flying of ropes; a
quick transporting
ol bags, boxes, and
bundles; hurrying
feet, shouting voices; planks adjusted; a
There

was

a

roadstead, discharged a small part of her carg#.
when the Spanish authorities, fearing for her
safety and the reputation of their port, attempted to get her in with a tug, against the captain’s
protest. The result was that she took ground,
broke away from the tug, and was lost. The
suit is brought by W. IT. Simpson, upon a policy
of ijjtoOOO issued in one sixteenth of the ship by
the Pacific Insurance Company, of New Bedford. The risk was upon the voyage, to terminate in twenty-four hours after arrival at Valencia, and the point is, did the policy carry the
ship beyond the breakwater, which constitutes
the harbor, or only to the open roads'. Several
companies in Massachusetts and Maine paid
similar policies on the same ship, hut others
resist. The decision will carry with it other
contested eases growing out of the same loss,
to the amount of $40,000, owned by the estate
of A. W. Johnson, If. H. Johnson and Mrs.
Joseph F. Hall. The parties have, been bore all
the week, expecting a trial, hut on Friday an
arrangement was made by which the ease is
referred to Judge Shepley, upon an agreed
statement of facts, the arguments to he heard
F. c. I.oring, l’sip, appears
at a future day.
for the plaintiff, and Mr. Marston, of New Bedford, for the defence.

chance to have been born great or achieved greatness, or had greatness thrust up-

planks indrawn; ropes slipped; a quick
throb from the engine; and we were fairly started upon a journey seaward. You,
chatty old Journal, who ride every week
in some tasteful little ears that I know ol,
pleasantly provided with pretty bay-winuows, broad

comfortable, softly

cushioned

conductor of spicy name and
gentle speech, know right well that ears
are convenient, and
very good in their
way; but that their ways are not always
seats, and

a

pleasantness,
are

peace.

any more than their paths
Cars are silent, constrained,

conventional,

aristocratic
In

one

must

Case.

Generalities.

regiment

at the

war

public and private record* and document: in
Massachusetts, New Hampshire an t this state,
he had collected enough to make up a lull history ot' the service, and from which he connect-

of

Attention is fulled to the advertisement of
15!is4?*, .it Waldoboro. Mr. Bliss lias removed t-. a new store in another location,
where hi- is offering a fine atoek of books. stationary, fancy goods, An*. H»* will make a tine
display ot Christmas presents.

* reo.

I*. V. Howe, m
experienced and wealthy
shoo manufacturer ot M u iboro', Mass., is negotiating with the people ofthun len for the establishment of the shoe business there. He will
invest $10,0)0, and wants $7'».ooo from the citizens.

meeting of the Dir* -tors of the Penobs >t
and River Railroad was held at Camden
last week, at which a flattering exhibit of its
prospects was made, and the Herald i* sanguine
that something decisive will he done soon.
A

Bay

'Pile ropy of the Bangor Weekly Register, of
Nov. to, lsn;, Whi.
Mr. Waterhouse, of De; troit, forwards to us as a curiosity, is not uu
I original copy, but a ta simile reprint. Indeed
| a paragraph upon the inside so states.
Kdward Lake,

Bangor young
attempted to shoot

intoxicated,

man, while

policeman

Grant, in that city, and sent a bullet unpleasantly m ar to his head. He is in jail.
lion

department,

and after three years spent in gathering information from the surviving soldiers and troiu

and

stirring,

cars

service of this

Steamboats

bright, wide-awake,

are

communicative.

Bounty Warrant

K

K.

from th.

Smart

last carried to th( Tin- m.dadv i-

i•

brain,

Frida;,
Augusta.

was on

Hospital

insane

i»11s:•

become iusanc

who has

ifteniiiLT of the

at

i*.• i'I■ 1 incurable

Sherman and the President's son embark'd on .the frigate Wabash at New York
on Monday, and -ailed for the Mediterranean.
Hen.

<

u

c

a

< .ms

v

pleasant iuiivi:.

On Wednesday morning, in company with
Stephen K. Niles, Fs<p, member of the city

government, 1 took a drive to the new Chesnut
Hill Reservoir, recently constructed in Brookline, for the purpose of storing the ochituate
water. The new and splendid avenue recently
built runs straight as an arrow from the State
House six miles to the entrance of the reservoir
grouuds—a road as broad and permanent as the
old Roman ways
constituting a delightful
drive. The gateway at the reservoir is a beautiful structure of granite, carved into elegant
designs, and looking almost as imposing as the
front of a cathedrul. The two reservoirs are
many acres in extent, constructed by walling in
favorable localities. .\ broad drive bordered
by trees, extend- around tin* lakes, with paths
tor pedestrians. The effect of the whole—the
blue sparkling waters, with here and there a
rocky islet rising from them—is very beautiful.
The entire work of the reservoirs cost several
millions. And yet the supply of water to Boston, such has been its wonderful growth since
the (’ochituate works were constructed, is insurlleient, ami the authorities me seeking fol—

U‘*w

Ex-Gov. Crosby a few days ago. c. B. Ilazeltine, Esq. and wife were at the Tremont
House, as are also Major Roberts and wife and
Mrs. John A. Peters, of Bangor. Peter Timelier, Esq., late Register in Bankrupt )’ for the
of

Fifth District of Maine, has a law ofliee in connection with his son, in Pemberton square, and
will give to clients his well known fidelity and

| ability.

DISCI SSF.I».

Journeying by
Night

Hancock

Much interest existed in liaucock County
during the recent term of the Supreme Court,
growing out of the trial of a case between
Sumner Wooster plaintiff and B. H. Mace, Esq
of Bangor, defendant. Hale and Emery were
couusel for plaintiff, and J. F. Godfrey and
Arno Wiswell, Esqs., for defendant.
Something like eighty actions of the same nature
have been brought against Mr. Mine in linncock Co., and by reason of this and of the great
interest taken by the counsel for the plaintiff in
these actions, considerable excitement attended
the trial of this ease.
Sumner Wooster was a soldier in the war of
1S12, in Col. Black’s regiment, which was called
into service to repel invasion and defend the
coast from Casting to Eastport.
The base of
operations during service was at Mt. Desert
island. Under the act <»( Congress approved
March 3d, is,>3, which gave to soldiers of the
war of 1S12, who had served fourteen
days, a
land warrant of ICO acres, many claim agents,
both in this State and in Massachusetts, tried to
procure warrants for the soldiers in Co|. Bin.k’s
regiment, and failed because there were no
records in the war department to connect this
regiment with the service of the United States
lu 1804, Mr. Mace undertook to establish the

necessity! wad themselves all up into a
heap, and sit there from dawn ’till dark, ed this
regiment with the U. s. troops. 11
The trial f Butts for the murder of pet H
stupidly staring out of windows, dissect- then found it necessary, before
TIIK I.IN K OAK rASK.
-tead, at Newark, has ended by his conviction
any land warA case of importance to parties in I id fast is ing the Ireshest dailies; wondering what rants Could he procured, to furnish company and he is to be hung in six weeks.
before the lT. S. Circuit Court, now being held on earth they shall do next, and not talkrolls; and by the aid of Dipt. Ilotchkiu.-. then
riie real murderer of the Leehan girl, in Boshere by Judge Shepley.
In December, lsGT.
ing because of the roaring and rattling residing in Connecticut, he furnished a roll of ton is yet tindi»co\- red, and the police are inmLive
of
the ship
Oak.
Belfast, commanded by and
rambling; and not moving about be- Uapt. Hotehkius’ company and procured war- pletely non-pltisscd.
rants for soldiers in that eompanv. These
Capt. U. II. Coombs, was wrecked outside the cause there is no room. I
say they must
Rhieeii Vi-toria is getting better, and the talk
hn$ak water of Valencia, in '-pain, with a cargo
plaintiffs were not on < apt. Ilotchkiu-.’ mipanv of
n gem v i- abandoned.
sil still, and so they must, unless they
of guano. She had, while am:bored in the open
were suspended
roll, and their

00

and so with all the other
members of the State government—from
men
they
have risen to great wealth.
poor

Tne

pause; then another loud screech from
the black-throated
steam-pipe ; the furious
ringing of a bell; a cry of “all aboard” ;

■

Si,.>.o00:

Boston.

Correspondence of the Journal.

Next day. while strolling along the street,
reflecting upon the debate of the previous evening and upon Mrs. Livermore’s assertion that
if voters in peace must be lighters in war, women can tight, I came
upon a disabled participant in the late unpleasantness.
Jle was a
broad-shouldered, good-looking fellow, with
what the gushing girls call “a love of a moustache.” One of his legs was gone, and upon
the top of the hand-organ which be played in
solicitation of the votive penny, was a life-size
model of the absent limb, inscribed with a brief
history of its loss. And the reflection at once
came, is this also to be among woman's rights?
Shall gentle damsels return with a
perambulator
absent hut not forgotten, and play doleful dirges beside its wax counterfeit, and solicit oiierings? If so, and the limb be shapely, how will
the (sympathizing scrip and the gene mas
greenback descend like the falling leaves! The
poetical Smith says—
“The devil tislies best for souls of men
When his hook is baited with a lovely limb.”
Then why shall not pleading patriotism and
bereaved beauty use the same bait'!

banquet was smok- the woman who
Tue-div w;i' t lie day on which the annual !
put her piano in panta
ing hot within the walls of Norombega, lettes and her
hind quarters in choice of Governor and Legislature took i>luce,
lap
dog’s
j i he government officials were on their trowsers. It is not
and I looked in at several of the ward rooms to j
infrequent that the
see how they order these things in Massachu- |
j good behavior, the Whig reporters were secret
of a strumpet are
propensities
It was much like the same occasions at
setts.
i. \
i-.'iH
:n;n< k\('k.
prepared with new pencils and charged to
lie
to
concealed
under
a
pre- home. The same ballot box. check list, and
It i- admitted th.it up to the present the brim with instructions to make the sought
tence of icy chastity.
Hut the main long array of disinterested patriots with hands
Min
:t has been impossible to
point con- most of it, and the eagle eye of loyalty
j
lusively t<> any delinquencies, as about had descried the sinister effect of the in- incentive for such comments as are given full of tickets. Hut the Massachusetts ballot is
tie- <ame strategy is resorted to as that
to
the
Maine
man.
While
something
strange
j
place above, may be found in the fact
■i ■[•ted by the robbers ot this
city to eon- scription “Welcome” over the County that we copied and commented upon a with us the law declares that the vote shall have ;
al their inalfeasance in olliee.
This •Tail. Still, as we said, there was one
no distinguishing mark, and custom has made
certain acrostic which the sprightly and
barker, who is a Northern man or carpet- essential
the agent of a freeman’s will t<> be about three
lacking. No proper and sulliairy young man ot the Whig editorial col- inches square, in
bagger. went to the State of South Can., f vivnt
».i«;tpr state if Klnnmhikes to
nn-l horecn oouM he found
<\irringc
n
about three years ago a poor man,
umns published, and
which proclaimed in a sheet about afoot each way, embellished
I'KRSONA!..
for
the
Presidential
His
excelriding.
nd during that time on a salary ot
The number of persons from Eastern Maine
The whole affair was with birds of freedom and other taking devices.
him to be an ass.
per annum, has aceummulated about lency’s fastidiousness in the matter of
cruel, but salutary. He needed to be These are scattered with such recklessness and in the city is not large. 1 met the pleasant fare

•mmittee. to whom had been delegated
the duty ot investigation, called upon him
alter the adjournment of die convention,
In* po.dtivelv refused to let them see a single book.

Letter From

on

the

one

his business place. Mr. Edwards has succeeded to the locality ami practice of Dr. Kelley,
who formerly made lecturing tours through
Maine, and now writes upon his door: “Dr.
; Edwards, successor to tin- late Dr. !. Clawson
K

out
car,

little

elloy."
»: VI N

A Nil SNOW

The long prevailing drought in this section
was broken
yesterday bv a powerful rain,
which lasted until ten o’clock at night, and then
changed to snow, leaving the streets to-day n
a sloppy and disagreeable state.
w
n. s.

fate which does not

a

happen

Steamboat* are ditto rent, ami very nice
only been prop-

too, if one’s stomach has
trained to

respectful

hai its of obedi-

and doesn’t insist upon naughtily
misbehaving as soon as tin* waves get in
anee,

a

commotion.

the stools

are

n ay be moved
wherever you please,

The chairs

hither and thither

or

convenient, the sofas

com-

One may walk for wan! or aft,
lean elbows on the table or put feet upon

fortable.

the stove.

There is always a lot of room
in which to move about and be happy;

m

games

Maine railroads.

A young man named Strieker, a'bus agent
•u
the
Kansas Pacific Railroad, between
Leavenworth and Lawrence, committed suicide
on Monday night.
His father was kindly remonstrating against his dissipation, and remarked that he would rather follow his sou to
ills grave than see him a drunkard. The young
man replied.
Here goes, father,'* aud Instantly
put the pistol to his head and discharged it.
A daughter of Mr. -L \
Noyes, of Auburn,
about 1- years of age, while sitting beside tin
stove a few morning-, since, accidentally hit the
teakettle -tan-ling ->n the top of the stove, up-intent- upon her low.
setting its boiling
limb*, burning them m a terrible manm-i. The
child has stifle red Intensely since the accident
iicing delirious with pain—but then; are hope*
of hei recovery,
.ewi 1 >n * >uinal.
A

new source ot

Radical

revenue was

Washington

in

tapped

the other day by lining a man, a
Republican, £>.*• for ‘•cursing President Graut
It i- thought by some that this might be made a
very prolitic source ot revenue for the Radicals
,i cases of th-- kind
-mild be made generally

*«> in-*
expense might i.. i-.*. k .ii.-.l
each. With the exception of Col. Pda-k’s
and plenty of talkative people to interest
widow, Mrs. Peters ( Joint A.’* mother uni
and amuse; with <piaiUif.es of gossip, oneort*. » otlieers who assist,-d Mat
e, who ivharangues and arguments upon polities, eeived $bV) for their warrants, with no expense
religion and dress; and tin* observing of deducted, most a'l of the rest received i‘2~> in
different people. So that somehow the full. P.tit after some little time h:i<i elapsed,
some one of the claimants name to Hale A
time slips unnoted and happily by. with1 Pinery to see if more could not he ol!e* ted
out dragging and lengthening and weary! front Mae,*.
And H. & h\, not only i-oiniii •n<
ed suits for those applying to them, hut for all
ing upon one's hands.
llms, being iii :i mord irrepressible, others whose names they eould learn, in one
<-a.se for a widow who had been ,b-ad more than
ami itoL paring to be peat aji in one small,
two years. They issued ,-iivulars and mailed
tor
silent corner
twelve long hours, we
them to parties, notifying them that they had
went steamboating on a late windy day
eommonoed suits for them, and eautioning them
and well the steamer tossed, and rolled,
Notnot to settle, hut to leave that to them.
and pitched, and tuml led about to oar withstanding, this, Mare went round and took
heart’s content. Hut as I like a plenty of releases of many of the nominal plaintiffs, and
depositions of others, showing that they had
sea-room, and as a p olity of sea-room
never authorized any one to bring suits, and
was the inducement that took me here, T
had nothing to do with prosecuting them, and
was of course re joiced and proportionately
also gathered tip circulars and letters Irom
happy. And when the landings had all Hale A: Emery sutlieient, he '■ay**, t" m ike a

proeure,!,
lor

>

A New Haven de-pat.-h says that Mrs. l.ydia
thr aLI»*bf• 1 poisoner, expresses ever>
! ac.piutal.
the trial ha-*
>iv» r ti!i the lu>t
I tirsdiiy in 1 >eeember
*ihe
! .-shows no -si!*■ 11• 11! insanity. Few believe her
innocent.

j dhennaii,
;

*■

confidence

The Ka.-teru Argil* alluded lo un eminent
| '-ill/I'n as -.t in.i.It* u|.I burgher, proudly loving
his native State
whi> h neat little foiupliiiieut
•■•ame from the compositor’s hands reading,
a
j nobhv old burglar, prowling around in a uak< 1

I

-dute,"

j

\. h.miitirv, • miu..-v hool-boy disturbed t(i«*
lainiis heirloom by sawiug oil
-vmineiry .•!
tile tops of his grout grandmother's bed posts
i.t
b*r
|
\nd the night It- <id
roi|uet balls

slept

it he

\er\

warm.

\ b-»y in >aleiu. M.n-,, w i- uriotis t-» know
how long In* »*ouId stand on hi* head, and tried
the experiment a da> oi twohinee. He dropped
dead, however, before he tiillv -atidied hiiuseh
in regard to the matter
Well informed men attribir.- the -.pivsd
-mail pox m Philadelphia and other eities

t

the sale of hurt'al • roh«
taken from tie Black
feet and Piegau enmps. where the disease pre■-

been made, and the sullen night had eome
between restless eyes and the white fring-

clear

shores, and tliu twinkling lights at
l?■ >r>lil:\n.I htnl tltveUo.l u-t u
parting tarowell, then we went under official guidance

Miss Mar}’ I
I >• .bin ..t i'>ne>port. jump,-.;
tint
barged the jur\ that if t'r-v hclicv.Verb-tar-1 from
A int« i.. p'l out
U<* -|. ;un.
Hardman, acting as Ma<-»**s agent, rcpia -<■nt«*d Ma> liias p>r Portland. Monday, and was <1 row u
ed.
All
t.>
save
her
were
attempts
unavailing,
to the parties that they eould have the warrantInsanity was probably the cause
by paying the expenses for procuring them, al< it v of Richmond, <
I’lie
>tearner
apt. IVnui
ter that expense was a>,s*rtained, and liny
'"ii. arrived v. derd av on her one Imndreth
chose to take the *-*», there was no fraud on the
Mareh vTlli. Not
; trip sinha* be.-a
trip
part of Mace. Jury wa< out nc • r!v d! d.i\. and mi"--I .hiring ill this lime and the train was
missed but onee.
W lug.
could not agree.

ed

exploring all through the grand saloons
and capacious cabins diving into closets,
pantries and subterranean passages, visiting the eook in his cozy kitchen, and receiving so much information from the
polite presiding genius as tempts us to
the belief that we can fry potatoes and
bake meat with tin

best of you ; and ii
illy know who can.

can't,
Next made a call upon the “two gentlemen of Verona,”
posted on high stools,
we

certa

up die accounts of the
steamer.
We introi uee them to you just
as
they were presented to us, and can only

deftly making

say in addition that if Verona has many
more such courteous
gentlemen she is

truly

favored town.

a

room

that looked

Thence to a queer
and ghastly

gloomy

enough, with only a dim dicker of gaslight, and rough beams and lingo machinery on every side, lint here all alone
sat a quiet individual, who lor our edification

string.

deck, through the long, slender
pipes lo all parts of the ship. It seemed

around the crowded audience, and the speakers violently against a pine teucc as to force a pi.*rc
of the bone into the wood.
were seen coming upon the platform, led by
Plotter stick bis nose into a fence than
Gen. Harriman who was to preside. Thechaiiinto the business ol other people.
mau stated that there would be three speeches
of fifteen minutes duration allowed to each
—The republican party is sound upon the
speaker, com hiding with one of ten minute- temperance cause. I Kennebec Journal.
each. To Gen. Hall was assigned the beginning.
Yes, its horn is sounded continually,
Space will not allow a report of the debate and the rum flows in larger streams than
It was able and well sustained on either band i
ever.
There was much thrusting and parrying, and
—The fractional currency is a great nuisance
some good hits, supplemented by applause
ragged, tilthv ami altogether abominable. [BanIn course of bis remarks Gen. Hall said—
gor Whig.
ii ims uovernineni mis neon wen and
wisely [
Correct.
But what else can we expect
managed under male suffrage, it' the unjust !
The stream
tilings in it have gradually, step by step, been j from the administration?
swept away, if certain laws which were unjust ! can’t rise higher than its source.
towards the female population of this country
a half a century ago have been all the time
Thirteen years have elapsed since the
since that undergoing correction, and if they
to-day are in this process, why, it would seem Peek defalcation, and they havn't vet
that there is no great necessity for bringing found out how much the bondsmen owe !
about this great change and giving the ballot to !
the women of this country.
Women did vote At that rate, when will the paper credit
once.
J
Constitution of the State of New swindlers
The_
disgorge
in
177b
allowed them to vote. The last
Jersey
i time they voted there they voted early and of- |
---The Boston Post last week celebrated
ten, as often as^they could by disguising them- I
selves in the changing of their dress; and in its fortieth birthday, and is still as fresh,
heaven’s name who can equal a woman in that?
and vigorous as in its youthful
[Laughter.] Mrs. Livermore says not only sprightly
that, but the men changed theirs and put oil years.
women’s dresses. All I have to say is that is
The Abreck.one of the Russian
the thing you will have to do when women
squadvote. [Applause.] I havn’t any doubt that if ron, has arrived, and the
rest, bearing the
female suffrage should be brought about, you
would find any number of repeaters in this city Prince, are anxiously looked for.
wearing women’s garb, and voting fifteen or
twenty times apiece. This resulted in the anA Shucking Murder.
nulling of female suffrage in New Jersey by the
Legislature. That’s the past generation when
St. I.otis. Nov, lit. A horrible murder
women voted, and if you want a
for
the
sample
present, why, they vote m Utah, and the Gov- was committed near Osage Mission, Kanernment of the United States is using its strong
sas, on the night of the Oth inst.
John P.
arm to break down the infamous sin and inFlanagan, the perpetrator, had recently
iquity of polygamy.
a
sutlered pecuniary loss, and resolved to
When Mrs. Livermore’s turn came, she redispatch himself and family. He adminsponded to this argument as follows—
istered chloroform to his wile and two litAll Gover ments derive their just powers tle
girls’ aged months and years.
from the consent of the governed. Before the
About 4 o’clock in the morning Mrs.
Revolution we declared that taxation without
representation was tyranny, and the Revolution Flanagan awoke from her stupor and
arose from it.
Well, if representation without discovered her husband driving tenpenny
taxation then was tyranny is it not just as much nails into the head of one of the children.
tyranny now. The speaker claimed that it was
Flying to the rescue of her babies she
not possible for husbands, fathers and sons to
tound them expiring. She succeeded in disrepresent women unless they elect their representatives by women.
All men are created
arming her husband and gave the alarm.
equal” means all men and all women. In the Flanagan was taken into custody. A
beginning women could vote in Georgia, South letter tound tacked to the wall, addressed
Carolina, and under the colonial charter of Con- to some
relative, states that in consequent
necticut and In New Jersey. The especial reaof his mind being in such a condition he
son why the women of New Jersey were disfranchised has not quite transpired in the course could not do anything, and had determinof Gen. Hall’s story. There was voting late
ed to kill himself and family, excepting
and early and repeating. More men came to
his son Clarence.
the polls disguised in women’s dresses than
women who changed their dresses, and if a
An old
woman is great at disguising herself by changes
lady and her daughter were attacked
of dress, the speaker submitted that a man who by a bull while crossing a field on their way to
church last Sunday in Rockcastle county, Kenshould dress himself in woman’s clothes would
he equally effective in carrying on the same sort
tucky. The bull first knocked the mother down
and gored her to death, and then made chase
of disguise. There was great corruption at the
for her daughter, whom he caught just at the
time. We are not claiming that women are
and tossed over to the other side, breakfence
make
better than men. You couldn’t
ballot repeating and stuffing much worse in this coun- ing one ot her arms, one of her legs, and dislocating a shoulder. On learning of tho occurtry than it is to-day. [Applause.] The cause
of the women of New Jersey being disfranchisrence the neighbors attacked the bull with firearms and soon made beef of him.
ed was that the women and the negroes there

procured. Through the influence
Gen. H., his father. Hanihal Hamlin, wu- induced (after he was Vice President and before
Senator) to go before the department at V Islington and argue the ease. So that if Munis < convicted of fraud, or rather of
pushing
through 1111 meritorious claims. Hanihal and
his son must come in for a share.
After some 300 of these warrants had been
procured for soldiers *or their representatives in
Hancock County. Mr. Mace sent Dr. Harrimau
of Bueksport, w I10 was in his employ all the
way through, around to buy up all the warrants
lbr #2,*> over and above all expenses tbr i-Mahlishing the service and procuring the warrant:
and if any party did not choose to take -■ghe
was obliged to wait till all the warrants were

ot

thousand.”

—IIow did the Belfast Journal lind out that
Mrs. Pharouh discovered that Joseph never
played the banjo? ( Portland Transcript.
Because she couldn’t gel him on the
—Charles Woodman, while (‘imaged In trimming an apple tree in Concord, N. 11., on Wednesday fell to the ground, striking his nose so

rants when

to

fleecing strangers

are

-lust
the curtain ro*e mid the lights were
turned S»w upon the death scene in •Colleen
I'a w n,” at the Nashville theatre last Monday
nig lit. as it t<* make the dreary scene mure dismal ami sad,
bat made its
appearance, and
living several times around the lonely couch of
the dying man. caused a deep feeling of awe
and dullness to I'aM upon the audience, who
were almost breathless with the truly weird
efleet of the scene.

panies report

ordinary mortals, but only settles down
now and then upon “the chiefest in ten

erly

<(ambler-,
ar-.Is on

known among military men, that all the comto the senior Captain in the regiment. Mr. Mace paid Gen. Hamlin -sjooo, and
made an agreement with him that he should receive 20 per cent, of the value of all the war-

bright little speech, to a
multitude, be introduced,
a

shake hands, and kiss all round, and afterwards be petted, praised, blamed and
abused

1

ington, of Gen. Charles Hamlin, when these
plaintiffs were brought in under (’apt. Hoi. hkins on the seniority principle, a principle

circumstances,

at

upon
and make

bright

which

the occasional little stops, go
the rear platform of the rear

they can,

we

day, on Tremont street, our former
| postmaster, Samuel Edwards, and stepped into
I met

them -under

on

s

year, dll Mr. Mace availed him*L*U ot 111 knowledge and experience in the department at Wash-

wound up
that caused heavy
the

forcing
tanks

gas

a

clock-like apparatus,

weights

slowly drop,

to

from the large rubber

on

strange enough, but coming out into the
broad cheerful light of the supper room we
confessed it also convenient.

A delicious

supper, made up of everything that was
nice, and sleek shilling waiters all re-

splendent in bright buttons and braid,
dropping dainties down beside your plate
just at the right moment, and in the most
unexceptional manner.
And after all these the
crowning enjoyment,

a

walk over the hurricane deck,

a

peep down into the glowing, rushing,
panting coniines of the huge engine, and
a

seat

within the

house.”

Such

precincts

a

of the

“pilot

solitude of darkness !

Darkness within and darkness without. A

peering anxiously
and steadily out through the inky darkness, and breaking the monotonous silence
nowand then with brief orders, as “port”
“hold her steady.” “Port, Sir,” repeats
the sturdy sailor, and in his brawny hands
the polished wheel moves like a plaything.
A bright steady light gleams away on our
right, which to the pilot means Bnothbay,
and which wo call “faith,” being fixed
and true. Ahead is Monhegan, Hashing
uiion us a broad, dazzling blaze of light,
that seems to beckon alluringly through
the blackness, and then going out into the
stout

muscular form

darkness itself. And all else, save the
angry wind that shrieks like a thousand
imprisoned souls, is silence and solitude
and darkness. Straining our eyes through
the pitchy gloom we seo just a faint quiver
of shape that indicates land, and on all
sides black, angry waters, edged with the
white foam of wrath.
look and listen, tho

And whilst we

blue-eyed

Dane who

holds the ship in command tells us stories
of the sea in the far away North. I eonfessl liked it, and thought it an altogether
desirable journey, it being all the way
from Maine to Massachusetts on the lino
steamer Cambridge.
Pf-rcie.
The Republicans of New Hampshire
have taken time by the lorelock by an
organized effort to increase the circulation
of their newspapers. There is no better
way to work upon public sentiment than
through the papers. It two or three stirring Democrats in each town in Maine
would take hold of this matter of increasing the circulation of Democnatic journals,
now,we doubt not it would have a telling
elfect upon the great political struggles
of next year.
[Argus.

of

ease

The

ease

vigorously

barratry.
occupied
on

both

week, and w':e fought
sides.
Ju lay <’utting

a

vailed t wo years ag< *.

I.

I

The

Political

|
J

Situation.

Correapocdt’nce of the Boston I'm.-c.

I

tribes.

!

own

Washington, Nov. 1j.
Prominent Democrats now lion* ami recently in this city, represent that a very
general interchange of opinions is going
on
by letters ami personal confcrem-eamong Democrats relative to tlie tutm
action ot the party in the coming Presidential canvass. Some advise a .-.invention of the Domo'Taiie party and regnia:
nominations ot candidates for President
and Yiee-PresidenI. irrespective of ac’-.-u
of conservatives of the Republican party
others suggest a nomination by the Cmi
servative Republicans, or those opposed
to the present Administration, and alterwards, it practicable, a coaliti«m <.f ill.
Democrats with that conserx alive element
generally. It is also advised that the
final settlement of this <piestion
] -:
poned until the meeting of (Ymgrm;.
when a caucus of the Demon a’i< ^ na
and Representatives, with tie- ligat-f
the party outside, eonsidn the matter and
recommend proper action
It is regarded
as certain success
tor the Democrats it
they shall nominate a candidate of great
power in Pennsylvania, but the fear that
injudicious counsel may prevail and prevent such selection induces some miluei
tiftl members otherwise disposed to ad' o.
a
coalition.
From an analysis of tinvotes in the State elections of last week
it is found that, generally, where a
test was had, the Democratic nr ( •»n-e;
a
vative vote has gained, and thishould assure tin- Democrats that bv m
wise selection of a standard i'ea’-r
man whose record is unimpeachable and
whoso past history is typical of the ad
vanced ideas of the present day the Democratic party can carry the next P .-siden
tial election beyond a reasonable doubt.
<
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breakfast mad*?

igrant youths

in tlmf eitv.

tints
•J«*lm Mmi.'i and dames
mIh>ut I" year-" oi
tin* habit of “bunking
they term il. sleeping
ijuiiK-i^

Mi*t in; k :nv tw«•
age, who are tu
out” nights, around iu freight

On the ilth inst. tln>
Hiirlington (Iowa)
express train, on tin' Indianapolis ami
Cincinnati Junction Railway, ran foul of fill’s, empty wagons, nr anywhere els<a cow near Liberty, Iml., and was thrown
i hey spent Saturday
rulliei’ than home
from the track and down an embankment night in this manner ami yesterday morn
forty feet high. There were two passen- ing on awakening they bethought then
ger ears to the train, one a Pullman ear, selvt-s is p> how tin y should procure theo
and both were Idled with passenger-.
breakfast.
Mmin, with his ideas bright
Some of them were reading papers, others eii?il bv cool m and a good appetite, at
conversing, when simultaneously with tin* length hit upon a plan to secure a hot
shock oarne the cry of “Here we go
breaktast ver\ clump.
lie started Me
and the train plunged wildly through the tlurk up to a well-known bake shop on
empty air. Some sprang to "the left hand How street, instructing him to ask for Mr
side of the ears, the fall being on the Wont's beans and pudding. The proprie
right, and were thus, in a measure, spared tor was temporarily absent, and tin* pet
the terrible shook that followed when tin- son in attendance upon looking around
ears touched the ground.
A large por I him lound a tempting looking pudding
tion of the party received injuries of which was marked West, but no beans
greater less severity in the descent, and He told tin- boy t * take the pudding home
few retained their consciousness.
M.
and b\ tin- time lie returned the proprie
sengers from the neighboring town of I tor would be back, and the beans would
Liberty were not long in reaching the be forthcoming. M.aiurk took the pudspot, and rendered every possible assist
ding and “cleared," ami a tew minutes
The scene was a after the original West
anee to the sufferers.
appeared, claim
complicated one. The engine, broken all ing the articles left the night previous to
to pieces, was strewn around; the bag- be baked
The ruse was thus discovered,
gage-ear was badly jammed up; the sleep- the police authorities notified, and during
coach, valued at about $“0,000, was an the afternoon both boys were taken into
utter ruin, and the passenger-coach was custody.
When <pu»stioned in regard t >
also considerably damaged. The victims, the matter, they acknowledged having
in every conceivable position almost, were disposed of the pudding between them
lying in and about the wreck, and it was !
some time before all could be rescued,
Perils of the Arctic Seas.
some
having to be cut from the ruins.
The engineer and fireman stuck to their
Sam Kkw is«’«» No\ 1?, 1S71
engine until it struck the level, when
Captain ltarker.ol the whaleshin Japan,
they managed to jump from it in safety. which was wrecked on East Cape, Siberia,
A number of the passengers received in- in October last year,
when eight men
juries, but only one appears to have been were drowned, alter wintering with the
an
named
lmit,
fatally
aged lady
Seudder, Esquimaux and
great hardship,
bound for Hamilton, Ohio. ISut lew es- joined ( ajitain sutiering
Hays and the crew of the
without
of
some
sort.
hark Oriole, which sunk in
caped
injuries
Behring Sea
in .Iune last.
After sailing to various
A hog in Farmington met with a novel death
[daces in Alaska on the little schooner 11
a few days since.
A dove Hew into his pen and l». ltourne, which
finally became unaen
was attacked by his hogship.
l!y some means, worthy and was abandoned, all hands arwhen the dove was being crushed in the mouth
rived
here
of the swine it fluttered, in Its struggles to get
to-day from Victoria. They
were given up as lost, not having beeii
free, and choked the hog to death. Both were
killed.
heard from tor months.
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Searsporl arc aranging the books
>car* Library, in readiness for public
V '.withstanding the cool nights, side-

ITirhborn, Stockton, MudgetWASibly Prospect,
W. Seaw Frankfort, and Druggistsgcnerally.
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ill;!

BriggN Allevantor

composed
of Ammonia, 'hloroform. Spirits
Camphor.
Tincture of Lupuline, Oil of Juniper and \1cohol.* This compound in unequalled in the
\i>.\<

is
of

<

annals of medicine lor the cure of Nervous or
Sick
llcadai-he. Neuralgia. Trembling or
Twitching of the NVrvc*, and :d! Nervous
Diseases.
tf

Have von a
vcrc wrench or sprain?
Have
you rheumatism in any form? Have you still
neck, or hunches caused by rheumatic pains?
Tf so, “Johnson’s Anodyne l.mimcnt” is a
specific reined' and is also the best pain killer
in the world.
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Piles. It is no more strange than tiv? that
half or the adult population suiter with internal, external, bleeding, or itching Piles.
It
F admitted by eminent medical men that a reliable remedy must and will have an extensive
sale.
This has been demonstrated by the
wonderful increasing sale of Dr. Brigg’s Pile
Remedies. The progress of this disease, in its
various forms, is arrested, and some of the most
surprising cures have been effected by its use.
Sold by Richard S. Moody, S. A. Howes A: Co.,
Belfast, L. Curtis fir., Searsport, Roberts A:

one

roiirting continues, and there is consider.capping of cuds of gum over the gate.
''I.
\scott, conductoi tin the railroad, will
transferred to the main lim-.l)r. Monroe,
We often see large stocks of cattle which do
vln) was ill at Baltimore recently, lets rccovernot seem to thrive, and come out “spring poor,"
and is now in this city.The snow disap- all for want of something to start them in the
right direction. One dollars worth of “Sheri! ared on Wednesday, and mud reigns supreme
dan's Cavalry Condition Powders,” given to
•The portrait ot Fanny Herring of the Met- such a stock
occasionally during the whiter,
»p"litans ado;:, the 5 ill boards, and Fanny F would be worth more than an extra ton of hay.
g°od looking... Hon. T. W Vose will remove
Ovrr-E\eiii’iox, either of body or mind,
to Bangor, and practice law.The
The usual
Bangor produces debility and disease.
remedy is t » take some stimulant, the effect ot
Wine compliment* the Metropolitan Theatre,
which is tin- same as giving a tired horse tin•'•'vv
n that city
ami which is to appear here...
whip instead of outs The true way to fortify
Miss Hicks, at her rooms in thellanulen Block,
the system with a permanent tonic- like the
Peruvian Syrup (a paradoxide of iron.) which
!ci> Miim
beautiful
house
the
ladies
cry
plants,
and vigor to tin- whole system.
v
Ab,; n.,. not: Tuesday, Woodcock or- gives strength
The system of toning and stimulating the
vii• i. ■! some books from Portland, and received
norvo structure through the agency of the curathem tin -amo veiling.The Boston mail fortive properties of SmouxdkiiV. Btvm
is luli.i-M'A v. fo jvf .1 in the moi Hing now arrive- it
Iv approved of by family physicians, who have
discovered that for kidney, bladder and glandular diseases, mental and physical debility, maladies of the urino-genital organs, grave! and
diabetes it is a safe and efficacious remedy, as
Important Arrest of a Counterfeiter.
well as for all uterine complaints.
Tile lads connected with the arrest of
f'»shua J) Miner, the head of an extonv
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CHEAPER!
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THOSE FASTENED WITH

Cable Screw Wire.
Pliable,
are

more

warranted

not to Rip or < Jape.
( IIEAPER—Because, while their
in excess of sewed or pegged work

lirst cost is not
of a like grade,
their Durability is far greater, they preserve tiicir
Shape much better,and the motalic fastening insures
a more Equal Wear.
Equally applicable to light and heavy work.
The immense demand having called forth Imitations, consumers should be sure that every boot or
shoe bears the Patent Stamp.
Sold l>>

»T

ST<

S
.v-jii 2me Jwlicial Co' n't.
October Term, 1S71.

Inhabitants of Lincolnvillc vs. Uriah B.
1 atten. And now on
suggestion to the Court
that the defendant, at the time of the service oi the
writ, was not an inhabitant of this State, and had
no tenant, agent or
attorney within the same, that
his goods or estate have been attached in
this action
and that he has had no notice of said suit and attach*
ment, it is Ordered, That notice of the pendency of
tins suit be given to the said defendant,
by publish1 ng an attested
copy of this order, together with an
abstract of the plaint.ifPs writ, three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a
newe-paper printed at Helfast in the County of Waldo,
the last publi'
cation to be not less than thirty days before the next
term of this Court to be holden at
Belfast, within
and lor the County of Waldo, on the first
Tuesday
of January, 1872, that said defendant
may then and
there appear and answer to said suit, if he shall see
cause.
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.
(ABSTRACT Oi' 1'LAIXTIIT’S WRIT.)

BOOTS OR SHOES;

BETTER—Because (hoy an more
Comfortable, arc Water proof, aucl

in i no

Assumpsit on account annexed
1- 1, Jan. 30.
To paid inhabitants of Embden for
expenses incurred in support of your wife
•it Insane
Hospital
$230 OIK)
Gate of writ January 30, ]s:i.
W. G. CROSBY Plaintiff’s Attorney.
A true
copy of the order ot Court with abstract of
wrlt*
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.

Healer*

Everywhere.
Owllsp

HLEHiSN H & 111 M E.

this

superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—
perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no
disappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable
odor. The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor's Hair Dye
produces Immediately a splendid Black or natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean, soft, beautiful, does
not contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound. Sold i.v all Druggists, Factory. Hi BOND
STREET, N. v;
ivrl-Op

\! AK ltl LtO.
this city, Nov. l!, by A. S. Luce, Esq., George
M. Cook ami Sarah K. Flagg, both of Belfast.In Searsport, 1" iust,, by Rev. S. Thurston, Mr.
Franklin M. Hale, late of Blueblll, and Miss Lucy
H. Ford, of Searsport.
In Rockland, Oct. *J‘>, Willis Estes and Rosetta O.
Rollins, both of R. Also Nov. ‘i, Prank Carnes and
Deborah Ginn, both of Vinalhaven. Aiso ui. insr.,
.Sidney Morse of R., and Nellie Peirce, of Bucksport.
Also 1th inst., Melvllle Peu-'f, ol 1L, and Annie K.
A unis of Camden.
In Trilli on, Oct.
Win. E. Morang, ol Pembroke, am Fliza Dodge of Tremont.
In Surr Nov. .’...lames Grindle and Eliza Grindle,
both ot c
in Gc Idsboro, Oet. C.u, <
aj. David Moore and
Sarah -Johns, both of G.
In Stockton, Nov. 11, Ilosea Littlefield of Pros
pie!, and Clara Partridge ol Stockton.
In Camden, 10th inst. by Rev. W. O. Thomas,
Capt, Ezekiel Alexander to Miss Deborah O., laughter of Alexander Thomas, Esq., all of Camden.
in
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-i.iiiu.iiu
ii purttnun, euuorsea
Dy me most rcliablt* rhysiciautf, and its astonishing curative
powattested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure
juick remedy for all diseases of the
I
inary Organs existing in male or female, Irritation or Inllamrnatiou of Kidneys or Bladder .Oravel,
Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine. Thick, Cloudy
t rim. Mucous and Involuntary
Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinence of Urine,
Chrouic Catarrh ol Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the l rino-Cenital Organs,
Tor sale by all
Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
er.'

everywhere.
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Car and

Huntly, Managers.
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MULTITUDE!

Secure Your Christmas and New
Year Gifts.
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Geo. W. Burkett
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PEIRCE’S
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HALL.
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Boston.

Washingteu Street,

COURSE

OK T1IE BELFAST LYLE

'.EORt.E V AN HEN IP »EE
Prof. K. S. MOUSE,
Mrs. A UCE Id I ION
BLACK S STEKEOPTI*’ON
l)r. A
A. WIEEI- 1
Oi.IVE LOGAN,
DU CHAILI.l
HORACE tiREEM-.Y.
tickets fur the Cniirs. *
l
Bookstores.
Belfast, Oct.P

Would invite public attention to the laet
that hi* stock lias been

Kentucky.

enlarged

and his

prices marked down to a very small margin of profit in order to make this stock
the largest, best and cheapest.
Having
formed a co-partnership and the already
large stock is to be doubled and the firm
known hereafter
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at

tfi
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MISS SAWYERS SALVE.
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PL.

G. W. BurkettS. Co
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in Belfast no matter how low the price.
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Kid Gloves
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CHRISTMAS

stores

PRESENTS,

('an find the Iarg» t and best variety ever offered in
town and at the lowest prices i. my new store in
L ish'~ Bt.oi K, occupied I ; S M. Morse, Itemember the {dace
OEOKOE BI.1SS.
wL*
Waldoboro, Nov. l.‘», 3'.' I.
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FANCY GOODS
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j

BARGAINS^
8

V*'
Miss

reading and remembering,
that, we sell nice kids for sf ets. per pair.
Also, -J button kids, every pair warranted. at $1.2b per pair. Sold in Belfast
Fact worth
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AM) AFTER NOVEMBER l»th, Passengcr Trains will leave Belfast for l’ortland,
and all
intermediate on this road at -> A. M.
Mixed ! rain at d P.M., connecting at Burnham with
Mixed Train lor Waterville, ami Passenger Train lor
Bangor and all Stations Hast.
Trains will be due in Belfast from Boston, Portland, and all Stations intermediate at 7P. M.
Mixed Train from Burnham connecting with train
li om Bangor at II :5.'> A. M.
The New Line between Danville and Cumberland,
will then be open giving passengers for Portland an
opportunity to go either way without change of cars.
EDWIN NOYES, Sup’t.
Nov. 'J, is: t.
L. i.. LINCOLN, Asst. Sup’t.
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WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
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A um has the honor to announce to citizens and the
public generally that, they have arranged for a course
of TEN LECTURES, tit HAYEORD HALL, tor
the coming season, as follow s
W. II. 11. MURRAY, Thursday, Oct tdi>.
To be followed by
iLm. WILLIAM PARSONS,

1871.

'Ihe Citizens’ Bank of Ivy., is Treasurer, and the
Corporators and Supervisors are the lion. Thomas
j.,
i>raiulette, «ite Goveinoi of Kentucky, mid
twenty-seven of the most distinguished and respectable citizens of the State.
The undersigned,date principal business manager
ot the very successful Gift Concert for the benefit of
the Mercantile Library at San Francisco, has been
appointed Agent and Manager ol this Grand i.;it
Concert.
The drawing and distribution will take place in
and everything will be done to satisfy the
buyers ot tickets that their interests will be as well
protected as il they were personally present to superintend the entire affair.
For tickets and information apply to
C. R. PETERS, 120 Main Sr., Louisville, Ky.,
No. 8 Astor House, New York.
11. N. llempsted, No. 410 Broadwa\ Milwaukee
Wis.
M. A. French, Virginia City, Nevada.
M. A. Wolf, No. 316 Chestnut Street, St. Louis.
Tickets also lor sale in every prominent place in
the U. S.
Owing to the general derangement of mails and
advertisements consequent on the disastrous conflagrations in the West, the sale of tickets in this enterprise is extended to Nov, 30, 1871, at which time the
main office, 120 Main St., Louisville, Ky., will close
lor adjustment of accounts and business. No orders
except by mail will be received after Dec. 1st, and
no orders by mail will be tilled after Dec. loth.
The
New York office will close Dec. loth ; other agencies
Dec. 5th. Every ticket unsold Dec. 14th will be cancelled by its number. The drawing will take place I
in public, Dec. 10th, ls71, commencing at 7 a. in., *
and continue until the 721 gilts are awarded. Pay
ment of awards will commence Dec. l*», at 0 o’clock,
a. m.
Circulars or awards will be found at every
agency as soon as they can be issued correctly, and I
will also be sent to all ticket buyers as soon a» possible. No order will be tilled at main office for less !
that $10.
owly (’llAft. Si. l»ETEllft. tlauuger.
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LECTURE

100,000 Tickets of Admission, $10 each Currency;
Half Tickets, $5, Quarter l'ickets, $2.50.
1 ickets will be sent by registered letter; the money lor them may be sent by P, O, money order
greenbacks, or draft.
Each ticket consists of lour
quarters, value, $2.50
each. The holder is entitled to admission to the
Concert, and to the value of the gift awarded to it
or its fraction.
$*50,000 IH CiltEEXUAC’lift will be
distributed to holders of tickets, in gifts of from
$100,000, the highest, to $100, the lowest, being 721
gifts iu all.
The Concert is lor the benelit of the

Library

OR POUND.

SOLE A< ENTS FOR N. E. STATES.

1,0 00,0 00 8

Public

TBEJALE

Wo invite the public to call and examine our “Elastic Sponge" goods, which we are now selling in largo
juantitics, and which are giving great satisfaction.
Sponge makes a softer Mattress than Hair, aiwl
will hold its elasticity much longer. 1* or Curshiou;ng Churches, Halls, Theatres, Steam and Horse
Purs, it wiP be found the best article in use, and is
warranted proof against moths.
We should be pleased to send Circular of reference
to any who desire.

H

LAST NOTICE.

Cushions.

Carriage

SPONGE BY

Wl'WO NIGHTS ONLY
Saturday sind
Jlonriay Evonincw, Ilov. 1« *%, 20. Appearance of the renowned FANNY
HERRING, in the
Great Military Drama of The French Spy. Fanny
Herring in 5 characters. .J.C. Myers in his Great
Character of Michael in The Maniac's Revenge.
Prof. Moiler in select Violin Solos. Prices as usual.
Tickets for sale at the usual places.
Entire change of programme Monday Evening.
Saturday afternoon a GRAND MATINEE, at 2 1-2
o’clock. Admission 25 cents—Children 15 cents.
H. W. MAYNARD, Agent.

Saturday, December 10,
**■

iii New York and radiating from
-tid Weekly for the Jour no l.
i- !•••■;
t-W Ko-’.m HU-1 a •! Iin<it
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| Uieni'e all over the country, and the deRki.i-a r, Wednesday, No\.
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there, the cavity cannot heal, the matter cannot ripen, there appear and answer to said libel,and show cause on all kinds of machines at our Salesroom.
License grunted II. M. A. Poor to erect and
What is neceswriv *nir|irised
so loug as the system is below par.
on ^mi nr.lmv in*»imii.r |*«•»»!
if any we have, why a divorce should not be decreed
maintain a Stationary Engine under restrictions
a
of
is
a
new
order
\o. iii W'atiliiugKMi Street.
to
cure
tilings, good appetite, es therein prayed for.
sary
ii"W liM.I t illcn durtil..'. Ill
It- 111
tn.it I-!
Attest -XV. (1. FRYE, Clerk.
Mt*isla.Soi y to tin- Municipal Hoard, and Messrs. ajjgood nutrition, th a, body to grow in flesh and get
next door to Jordan, Marsh & Co.’s. Agents
»•* I
-i i-luiii; w:n
t **!«•:• tl*
tat : then Nature is helped, the cavities will heal, the
u.w
dir* n r.in.
A true copy ol tlie libel and order thereon.
l'Jwls
A Merman Houston and Fogler chosen a Comwanted,
HILL, HOLMES & CO.
matter will ripen and be thrown oil' in large quanti1.>
A I’TKX —W. G. FUVE, Ci.Kl:K.
i w inter ha-lvalh
iii'll'M'ivN •ni‘'iirc. i i.
ties, and the person regain health and strength.
mittee to -.upervise the erection ot same.
!" Ir.
M Ini;
-Ml •»! it.
This is the true and only plan to cure Consumption,
..--ill,.
order* passed for Saloons and Innholders to
ami if a person is very had, il the lungs are not
SheriiFs Salt?.
STATE OF MAINE.
r- «»n 11n*
I t.. lir.st trip i‘! Iln nt1 \v j .><».tt
entirely destroyed, or even if one lung is entirely
HI. I, en-'1 Bonds, as required hy law.
SS.—Taken on execution in favor of
gone, il there is enough vitality left In the oilier to
PENOBSCOT, S. s.—To .tie .Sheriffs of our respecMaim- 4 i*iirr:iI .va-not a -it. <-e-- -o far a- thiJohn Grecly, against Daniel VV. Benner, and
heal up, there is hope.
tive Counties or either ol their Deputies,
I'll. I'.nstnil nrw-j.M"IIlllf.i.
i i I > W awill he sold at public auction, to the highest bidder,
I have seen many persons cured with only one
S. J. Court, October Term, 1871.
on Saturday, the ltith day of December next, at ten
sound lung, live and enjoy life to a good old age.
WE command you to attach the goods or estate ot
MUiwii
t-tiiy.and has
nag w;i-■ -imi!
of the clock in the forenoon, at the store of A. B.
l’his is what Schenck’s medicines will do to cure ALBION K. IIASKELL ol Prime Con, in the Brit*t’ ihi- writing.
t been n-. ..mm.-.I at Him date
Kent, ,T.. Presiding.
Consumption. They will clean out the stomacli, ish Province of Nova Scotia, yeoman, to the value ot Longfellow, in Palermo, in said County, all the right
and strengthen it, get up a good digestion, One Hundred and Sixty Dollars; and summon the in equity which said Benner has of redeeming a cersweeten
In the ease of Paid against Paul, relating to
Che \ >rth Wald" \/i i'iilninl ^o,*iHv will
tain parcel of land, situate in said Palermo, bounded
and give Nature the assistance she needs to clear the said defendant (if lie may be found within your prea
will, which was untinished in our previous system of all the disease that is ir the lungs, what- scind,, to appear before our Justices of our Su- and described as follows, to wit: On the west by the
i.
I it>' animal Meeting at t mtv Village <*n
town road; on the north by land of E. W. Finkham;
ever the form may he.
be
holdcn at Belfast,
preme Judicial Court, next to
It is important that, while using Schenck’s medi- within and for the County of Waldo, on the third on the east by land ot Harvey Bradstrcet, and on the
itimlay, Nov. i!■"». it l<» nVIoek A. M. Ail report, the jury sustained the will.
not to take cold;
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Freedom,
of
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next,
There will
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armors are respect Hilly invited.
in doors in cool and damp weather; avoid night Court to answer unto HASKELL W. 1IAUDY, of ises now occupied by said Benner, containing seven
indieted for manslaughter in starving a woman keepand
;iso lie « club meeting in the evening.
take out-door exercise only in a genial and Winterport, in our County ot Waldo, yeoman, in a acres, more or less,
air,
SAMUEL NORTON, Deputy SheriiL
warm sunshine.
to death, did not come to trial. Two physicians,
plea of the case for that the said defendant at said
Mr. Carter. Street Commissioner, forbids the
I wish it distinctly understood that when I recom- Belfast, on the day of the purchase of this writ, beBelfast, Nov. 3, 1871.
authorized by the Court, pronounced the mend a
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to
in
the
sum
of
regard
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indebted
Eightypatient
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ing
rowing of miIh-s into^he streets, and will en.
while using my medicines. I do so for a special two Dollars according to the account annexed, then
woman able to attend the trial, but when the
r.
the ritv .rdinan
in -mb ease made and
reason. A man who has but partially recovered from
and there in consideration thereof, promised the
otlieer appeared with a capias, she was in such
S P I It I T IJ A I, I S lYI
the effects ot a bad cold is far more liable to a relapse plaintiff to pay him that sum on demand.
provided.
than one who has been entirely cured, and it is prea condition that he did not attempt to bring her
(account annexed.'
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Consumption.
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regard
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Auother car load <»( slate from Clinton has to court. The
1870,
paid freight
probability is that the case will as the lungs are not perfectly healed, just so long is July 11,
$3.00
Boston,
4iiive*l. I'li,' miners have suspended opera- never come to trial.
there imminent danger of a full return of the disease. July 14,1870, To paid Afros Grout’s Bill
~.00
1 ions for tin*
Hence it is that I so strenuously caution pulmonary
season. Iml will lie resinned in the
keeping him,
The court adjourned finally on Friday.
75.00
patients against exposing themselves to an atinos- i July 14, 1870, To paid keeping horse 1 year,
Spring.
By means of which secret you may at once become
phere that is not genial and pleasant. Confirmed
$82.00 a SPIRITUALIST or CLAIRVOYANT. Sent to
consumptives’ lungs are a mass ot sores, which the
I'he house, harn and shed on (lie Beil. Warren
Belfast Police Court.
least change of atmosphere will inflame. The grand
any address on receipt of 25 cts.
Yet though often requested, the said defendant has
Prof, C. HELLER, Box 300, Station A., Boston,
secret of my success with my medicines consists in not paid said sum nor any part thereof, but neglects
plaee, in Svvanville, oeeupied by Josiah Curtis
4wl8
Mass.
Reported for the Journal.
my ability to subdue inflammation instead of pro- and refuses so to do, to the damage of said plaintiff
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Bangor for $1200.
winter or the chilling wind of with other due damages. And .have you there this
A1IED!
window of Cornelius Cunningham, was sen- tiie biting blasts of It
should be carefully shielded writ witii your doings therein.
spring or autumn.
I>o those nice* girls who
Short Caki:.
tenced to pay a fine of one dollar and costs. from all irritating influences. The utmost caution
BY THE SUBSCRIBER, IMMEDIATELY,
Witness JONAS CUTTING, Esq., at Bangor, the
throng the post office of evenings, all go for the Appealed.
should be observed in this particular, as without it a
Twenty fourth day of July, in the year of our Lord 50 M. Birch Hoop Poles. Apply to
B. O. SARGENT.
cure under almost any circumstances is an impossiOne Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy-one.
males?.There is an overhauling of winter
Ebenezer Farrington, of Brooks, for drunken- bility.
K. C. Brett, Clerk.
Searsport, Oct. 30,1871. 3wl7*
furs, and t|„. tlir is pungent with the odor ot
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be
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ness, was sentenced to thirty days in the County
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nutritious diet, and all tiie medicines continued unauiphor.( apt. Dennison, of the Richmond. jail and, committed.
Sup. Jud. Court, October Term, 1871. )
til the body has restored to it the natural quantity of
And now on suggestion .to the Court that the
stopped ashore here on Thursday and partook
flesh and strength.
defendant at the time of the service ot the writ was
I was myself cured by this treatment of the worst
of a clambake: owing to tin* temperature no
not nil inhabitant of this State, and had no tenant,
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STEAM
Consumption, and have lived to get lat and
or attorney within the same, that his goods or
Every family needs to keep in the house kind ofthese
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i.e creams wen served.The yoiiug folks
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lung mostly gone. estate have
H
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hearty
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been cured by this treatment whom 1 have never
size boxes, also in 3 lb. bars.
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oilier kinds of pain anil sullering, and what is
many, but they are very persevering and mean
Has been in use for years and gives
an attested
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publishing
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given
About the iirst of October I expect to take posesthere so good as Uetine's Pain-Killing Magic
satisfaction. Send stamp for
to keep looking.Plenty of work in repairing
of plaintitPs writ, with this order thereon, three
r
perfect
;
sion of my new building at the north-east corner of copy
f
Address
our WAVERLY.
Oil. Try it. S. A. Howes, & Co. wholesale
oi
weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a
Sixth and Arch streets, where I shall he pleased to
sleighs and sleds just now-There is com- agents.
F. WHITNEY & CO.,
(«.
in
ot
Walat
the
Belfast,
County
newspaper printed
50 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
give advice to all who may require it.
GmHi
to be not less than thirty
last
the
publication
do,
plaint of lack of ears am mg railroad freighters
so
that
all
my remedies,
Full directions accompany
Watch No. 2!0:i!>, Stem Wisher. Manudays before the next term of this Court, to be holacun be readily
.George Gunn, of Searsmont, who is a factured tiv United States Watch Co., (Giles, a person in any part of theof world
eu at Belfast within and for the Countyof Waldo on
the same.
cured by a strict observance
RC1A1N 1
Wales & Co..) Marion, N. J. has been carried
the first Tuesday of January 1872, that said defendScotchmau by birth, an 1 was a schoolboy in
J. II. SCHENCK, M. L>„ Philadelphia.
ant may then aud there appear and answer to said
by mo four months; its total variations troin
Kdiuburg, saw Sir Walter Scott there, and re- mean
A FEW SECOND HAND PARLOR ORGANS
S.
suit if shall see cause. Attest W. G. Frye, Clerk.
A CO., Affenu,
time being seven seconds per month.
OOODWnr
€4BO.
in good order, for sale low at Woodcock’s Bookstore,
A true copy of writ and order thereon,
members his looks perfectly.Two new M. Beard, firm of Beard and < ummings,
3wl7*
Attest. W.G. Frye, Clerk.
opposite the American House.
JiOSTON.
offices in the Belfast Custom House, and no Front St., N. V.
us

Pew Cushions,

BEAUS BAXD AND OR CUES Til A.

By the authority of the act of the Legislature ol
Kentucky, of March 13, 1871, the Trustees of the
Public Library of Kentucky, will give a
GRAND GIFT CONCERT,
AT LOUISVILLE, KYr„

A

for the removal of Dyspepsia, Billious Complaints,
and Impurities of the-Blood, to deluge the patient
with mediclm
a
very lew doses of LA I HAM’S
CATHARTIC EXTRACT will suffice.
f>wl.*sp

Mailrcsses,
Pillows,

BE1FAST.

J. C.

SPONGE

ELASTIC

PRI CE S

OPERA HOUSE

8

IKOVOni’ IS HEALTH
hot t tie of LATHAM’S CATHARTIC EXTRACT will preserve tlmheatth of most families tor
an entire year.
All the druggists have it.
■ T IS XOT VEOE8SAR1

HAYFOKD
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department recently enlarged, and price* I Kl'hrVii
in iill kind* of Fancy Goods markon d >wu. ! l.'-amii
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We guarantee goods in this department
cheaper than ever.
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Treadle Power!
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Bonnets, Hats, Kihhons.or
1>EKSONS
any thing in the Millinery Line will timl this
of the [test and
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WALDO,

of

one
cheapest in the city.
Winter Styles in Millinery and Pro-" Making received and an Experienced Milliner in constant
attendance.
Belfast Nov.tl It-dl.
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A
S
E
’S

BUY YOUR

In ots. per

fit

yard.
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price
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cheap prices.

at

Goods

Dress

earnestly solicited from tin* tact that
goods have jnst arrived, and prices

is

Wliero

they

marked down

5

pt

J

BURNHAM

still continues to attract tin* attention ot

Flcmse !
STATION.

save

goods
by getting them here.
goods received by oven steam-

Fresh

money

Balmoral
for St.00, former

Skirts

price $1.25.

POUND PRINTS

CHICAGO AND THE

57 cts.—first

at

Conflagration

concise histary ot the east ot this most wonderful of cities, and a detailed, circumstantial and vivid
account ot its destruction by tire; with scenes, incidents, &.c. By Messrs. Colbert & Chamukkl- ully
i.in, City Editors of Chicago Triul ni:.
illustrated from Photographs taken on the spot.
58
MurAddress
C.
Wanted.
F,
VENT,
Agents
Iwl7
ray St., New York.

quality.

Cotton Flannels

A

at I

t cts. per

yard.

CRASH
10 ets. per

SS.—Know all men by these presents,
W. M. Knowlton ol Troy, County
that
for the consideration of one hundred dol
lars do relinquish all claims upon the wages of Jesse
A. Knowlton, (now a minor;, and shall pay no bills
for said Jesse A. Knowlton, on or after July 8th, A.
W M. M. KNO W LTO N
D. 1871.
Witness—J. Libby, Jr.,

yard.

Beaver Mohairs
at reduced

prices.
Gr ENT’S

Furnishing Goods

InT E W

Nice Shirts and Drawers at s7 ets.

Winter Millinery.
RECEIVED, and

now

in

stock, all the

new

Velvets and
boat all the

come
New Styles as
Mint* 1BOWEM. our former Milliner rewill take charge of the Trimfrom
Boston,
cently
ming Department. Please call and see our extensive
stock before purchasing, as all goods will be sold as
cheap as the cheapest, and perfect satisfaction given.

MISS A.

iowi«

OTIC

WELLS.

E

WANTED the coming winter, Hardwood Timber,
Hardwood Plank, Beech Treenails, Juniper Timber
and Knees, Spruce Spars, White Pine Masts, Spruce
Stage-Plank, Yellow Ash Lumber, Spruce Poles fke.
:wM*
<’. p. CARTER Jt CO.
: Nov. 10, 1871.

er

it
:■
Comp
Wintergi'.-en, 1 »andeln>n W '( In fry, d'h.-i.-ughl'.o .. Rhubarb,
wort, Prickly A-h. i*• j■ I
Fui W nki»« s>.. Loss of Appctite, Janit>
(lilt-. llcitilnche. Sour Sliminrli, Piles
l.■■
Humors.
tan
;
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/

/.'

f. twIi
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Form-

price $1.25.

OIL CARPETS,
Ilcmp Carpets, Straw Matting, Feathers,
&e., at Burkett’s.
SyXow is the time to

secure

-Is

m

senice
»

<

thankful

things.

..li

PERSONS.

BOTH SICK AND WELL.
Health in.: Happiness
Tf ii T.nn£ I.ifi
I• 111*• r.s
i.s dcsin-d. lot tli.
taken. particularly*

11
.sV.f'vmj.%* of tin- year, an.I
In tli.' Sprint/
t' pi-oplc:
especially l.\ tin- following .-la.—
Tin- MKt'IIAMr. wii >, from his c..ustant in
door labors, not li;i\ im.- sufficient access to tin*
f
becomes
In acini; and refreshing air >ut
weakened at the stomach, n**rv* oi--*. pal ant sickly,
his food not rclLhing n.-r p: •peril digesting. lie
should take the-* Hitters, and tr.-.-ly too, in or
tier to get bis sy-ti'iu up. right an ! -iioug, and ill
prime condition t.» g.« liirmgh t!i. warm weather
m-iaiit daily lab-.rs. Tho
in good shape, with ;is
exhilarating and cleansing power ..f tin* Dock
Root, Dandelion, PupLr. and l'rickly Ash Bark.
IS w I at will brim; him tip. tad tank*- him,
The
rally speaking, once more n man!
ll tind this Medicine
All 1.1. OI»i:itATIVi;
the very thing to cleanse the Mood and strengthen
I "n f
the system, and v< m
to t<ik<\
Tin*
I*AI.la A.\B OA< 11 BF.AI T1F1I.
I. \ liV has but
take thi-. •ompouml freely, ami
she will be spcedilx r.-st.-red t health, beauty
uml buoyancy. Tin* HOAIKST FAltMKK,
the t l.ldtta MAA
and LAWYER, and
this
>IO OF SIIIH.XTVUY HABITS
is your Medicine'
After once using if. you wi.'l
never he without it.
It will improve you twenty
live per cent. Tin M A Kl A' FI/ will find it the
best medicine in the world for his use; it make.-*
capable
him, while at sea. In-arty and rugged, and when
on
of great endurance and exposure; and
shore, it renovate.-, his blood, and restores and rehis
system.
pairs
Tbe Largest Bottle, the Lowest Price,
nml tl»e most Effectual llcmcdy
in the World.
Diploma awarded by tin* Massachusetts Chari
table Mechanic Association.
.-s

>
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L.

M.

Choiii i ■st

your Fall

goods at low rates. Call and
examine our goods, and we will make
the prices pleasant to one and all.

and Winter

GEO. W.

TO ALL

lbit

t■

pliysi

Stale ol Maine.

WALDO,I,
EXPOSED! aforesaid,

§>

-.

lw

styles of Ladies' Huts, Ribbons,
JUST
Whitney's Neats Foot Harness Soap! Flowers.
And will receive by every
into Market.
they

!SsJ

lli-rt
.t.i.l tli.' kricvvl* I.'.' ..t (li -ii r:
t-utr.Tim hmnani-.v, in.m iviMii..* I.1
to Um.i V. 1: X.':-,
p. .-. i-l I .!-} w ill

er.

I'lie abovr House is now opened ior the
'accommodation ot the travelling public,
The subscriber hopes by strict attention
to the wants of his guests to receive a lull share oi
their patronage,
J. I*. IIKOH .V FroprU tor.

Great

Those in want of those

the Public,

6,1871.
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THE BEST MEDICINE IN THE WURLD.

FLANNELS
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Sherry Wine Bitters.

10 cts. each.

can

Nov.

ETAiii -i:

ve<;

TOWELS

soiling

■.

■

want

DR. E. R. CLARKE'S

BURKETT,

Word Block. (M St.. Belfast, Me,

ROBBINS,
ti ll

cl

ji'ist,

Ilrti

ROCKLAND, ME.
Bole Proprietor of Hr. Ii. !*• Clarke's \ efljeFormerly
table Sherry Wine Bitters.
manufactured in Sharon, Mass.
CAFTIOIV

EXTRA.

Owing

»

tin*

great

Bitters, worthless
popularity and sale of these
in tin- market, but as

imi-

\<>n
tations may’come up
value vour life and health, 1»* sure and g-t the geuoi
uine Sherry Wine Bitters. See that th«* Portrait
Dr. Clarke'and mv./ito-«t//u7e signatures arc upon
is
No
other
genuine.
the label of each bottle.

SOU) BY DFALFRS IN

MFOICINES

The Welcome,

where, in seasons when geese are numerous, many thousands are shot. These
people obtain an abundance of birds by
constructing small huts, about a quarter
of a mile apart, across extensive marshes;
each shelter is occupied by a man who
imitates the cackle of the bird as it passes
over, and thus often induces a flock to
wheel around and approach within a few
yards of the concealed sportsman, who
often succeeds in bagging two or three
Between two and
geese at one shot.
three hundred geese are thus sometimes
killed in a day by a single person.
After being so frequently fired at and
so many killed, over a space of many
hundred miles, before reaching the United
States, it is not surprising that this bird is
few in numbers when it arrives among us.
Considerable numbers are, howeyer, still
killed oft' Brigantine and Bong Beach.
New Jersey, and at the head waters ol
the Chesapeake. We have seen straggling geese in the latter location us late
as June, but these were probably birds
that were wounded during the winter and
were unable to .join their companions in
It arrives on the
their northward flight.
coast of New Jersey in the month of

in the evening;, or come in the morning;
< .»mo wlicii you’re looked for, or come without
warning;
K ?■>"'. and weleonv you'll liud here before you,
Ami the oftener you come here the more 1*11
i,'

<

•-

adore you!
ight is my heart since the day we were flighted;
leal is my check that they told me was blight• d;
The green oi the trees looks far greener than
1

ever,
Vnd the linnets
sever 1”
I'il

l’lill

you

atyr

you’ve

singing, “True lovers don't

are

tlowcrs. to

sweet

if you

wear

choose them !

Or,

vou;
i,ironi

on

my

mountain its breeze to inspire

1*1! fetid; from the
I'll h

them, they’ll lie

l-i-srd

fancy

in\

a

tale that won't

tire

you.

Oh! \our stcji's like the rain to the summerwax <! farmer.
>r sabre and shield to a knight without armor;
1*!! sing you sweet songs till the stars rise above
me.

wandering,

Then,

love

I'll wish you in silence to

me.

We'U look through the

eyrie:

trees

round the rath

We'll tread

at the

elilf and the

the track of the

on

fairy;

quiver.

\s
So

soiil>

our

come

om«‘

th>w in

in tin-

one

down eternity’s river."

veiling,

or come

you're looked for,

when

in

the

or come

morn-

without

Kis>os and welcome you’ll tind here before you.
\nd ih«' oftener you rum here the more I'll
adore you !
Light i> mv in ;ir: «dnc«- ;h« dav w>* were plight-

ed;

thev told

lP d is my cheek that

ed ;
rim green of the trees

me wa»

Shrewd

looks far grepuer than

I' are

singing.

5 0th

YEAR.

YORK

NEW

OBSERVER

$3 per Annum, including Year Hook lor is: •.
E. MOIIRIM, JR., A €0„
MI It* EY
.*1? l*ark How, Sew York.

SAMPLE

COPIES

FREE.

Send foi free sample copy 'of the C’HItlST141I' A.E A HEIt, a first-class weekly journal,
published by the New York State Convention of
Uuiversallsts, and containing the Sermons ol IJ»r.
Terms $2 50 per year.
AdE. II. t'HYPII.
dress, Publisher (TIIIlMTIftY LE4IIKH.
12MM Hroiidway, Hew York City.

Dogs.

“True lovers don't

two

The Doc. No.,

e

PET C H

?' j)ioces Vocal
Music, worth

price 3ue., has 19

Instr'l Piano
in sheet form.
We will mail two back Nos. lor
M IS O I O A I 50cm Tour for 90c., or Jan. to Dec.
Jfl U O I vAL 'I. lor $9 95, (regular price, $3.)
Hound copies lor 1871, gilt sides
and edges, $5. The Music is by
IlftklTHl If Hays. Thomas, Kinkel, Gounod,
miln I flLletc. Address J.I.. PE 1ERS. 599
Broadway, N. Y. P. (). Box 5439.
and

"WIDE AWAKE

Oil Chromos—subjects
SIZE—exquisite fac-similes of original Oil
Paintings, GIVEN AWAY to every subscriber to
FIFE

UEYRl

1YA1UI

ECU E»\M
GREAT LITERARY, RELIGIOUS, WEEKLY
NEWSPAPER. Agents having great success! One
took 1,09 » names in 3 months; another <>73 in 35
days; another 1 is in one week: one 47 in one day,
and many others equally well, making from $5 and
8 Id to $40 per day. Takes on sight ! An old agent
who knows, says: “I think it the best business for
canvassers ever offered.
Sorry 1 did not engage
sooner.” Pays better than any book agency. A
rare chance to make money.
LOCAL AGESl’S IYA.YTED.
Intelligent men and women wanted everywhere. If
you wish good territory, send early tor circulars and
terms! J. B. FORD Y CO., 37 Park Place, New
2tv‘» West
York; 11 Brumfield St.. Boston,
Madison St., Chicago, 111.

■

AOEYTX

It E

AVAHTEII

FOII

THE YEAR OF BATTLES,
The History >f the War between I'rauct and Germany, embracing also Paris under the t'ornmune.
159 illustrations: 04j pages: price, $.’,5
5o,ouu
copies already sold, The only complete work. Nothing equals it to sell. Making 19,909 copies per month
In English and German. Terms um quailed.
now.
Outfit $1.95. Address H. S. GOODS PE ED Y CO.,
37 Park Row, New York.
Solicited

by Jt l.YY A CO.,
Publishers Scicutilic American, 37 l»ark R»m.If. V.

Twenty-live years’ experience.
Pamphlets containing Patent Laws, with full di-

rections how to obtain Patents free.
A bound volume of 11> pages,
containing the Y«>tv
Cen»ii» by counties and all large cit ies, 140
Engravings of Mechanical Movements, Patent. Laws and
rules lor obtaining Patents, mailed on
receipt of 95
cents.

U O is offered free during the coming year
to every subscriber of Merry’s
Museum, the Toledo
Blade, Pomeroy's Demount, etc.,
If

1

e

vaporization.
The

Wild

From the

Canadian

Goose.

Philadelphia Sun.

Mr.

I..

A.

Dumdum,

(jail

etc

write tor

every

number!

lu clubbing, it offers three first-class periodicals
for the price ol i.ncuf them. A variety of premium.-*
on equally, noerai terms, it t- an
original, nrst-clasmagazine. Volume \ lierin- with Jan. '79. Three

Specimen copies
S. 8.

WOOD,

tree.

Adores*

Newourglq^v

Welsh, of the Clarksville
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Aifenl for *!»«' Slate of Maine and

BOSTON & LOWELL

Men Drunittiicli.

THREE

AtjrAgmts wanted in every town in the State.JM

v

/v

a it ii

ii,

iitc iiuHiuT

or

consumption,

>

WEEK.

Cant. J. P. Johnson.

AND

STEAMER

KATAHDIN,
Capt. H. S. RICH,
Will leave Belfast for Boston, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY a id FUlDAY.ui 2 o’clock, I*. M.
RETURNI N( J Will leave Boston every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at 5 o’clock, 1\ IM.
—

Fares and Freight Reduced !
«EO.

CJ.

W FLIS.

A

Belfast, April 14,1871.

tf24

FARES KEIJUOED !
INSIDE

LINE.

3

TRIPS

STKAMBOAT AM)

of Cure*.

SUMMER

1871.

RINGBONE AND BOHE SPAVIN.

AVOID

|

!

Auctions.

There is more fun run against by atauctions than most people are
A writer thus sketches a scene
aware of.
that he participated in a few days since.
The articles offered, he says, were “damaged goods,”—an article that women
dote on as they do on curly-headed babies.
The first articles put up were a pair of
blankets, lor which more than a dozen
bid,s were immediately offered. The puzzled auctioneer, however, caught up the
highest, which was a dollar, from a female who seemed determined to have
them at any price, when ere he could say
“going,” a male voice cried out, “dollar
fifty,” from the opposite side of the room.
“Two dollars!" echoed the woman, elbowing her way through the dense mass
of females, who were separated from the
males by a long counter upon which the

tending

PER

WEEK.

RAILROAD.

1871.

ARRANGEMENT.

THE STEAMER

tgt

y>City ol Kiclimond

....

Capt. DENNISON,
Leaves Bangor every Monday, VVednesday and
at
6
o’clock, touching at all the
Friday mornings
usual landings on the river and bay, arriving at Port-

land in season to connect with the (' o’clock Steamboat Express Train, arriving at Boston at 10 o’clock,

evening.
Will leave RA1LHOAD WHARF,
Upturning
Portland, same evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on the
arrival ot Steamboat Express Train l'rom Boston,
touching as above, arriving at Bangor at about 10
same

—

mjonths

Some three
ago 1 was persuaded by my
wife to take the!University Mcflicines. My health
and mind was so badly affected that my friends beIn a week after comcame alarmed for my safety.
mencing to take it lie Medicine, 1 li lt great relief. 1
am now as well as any other man. My wife lias been
lor a long time afllicted with disease that has baffled
the skill of our bf>t physicians; some of which pronounced her case incurable. Uuder treatment of the
University Medicines, her health lias greatly improved. Any one doubting, will please call at No. G
Lincoln street, or at repair shop Grand Trunk
GEORGE KINGSBURY.
Depot.
Portland, Aug. 5, 1>T1.

o’clock next morning.
Connections can be made in Portland with all
Railroad and Steamboat Lines,
doing East, sure connections can be made at Belfast with the Belfast & Moosehead R. It., and Eur
pean Si North American Railway at Bangor.
1

FREIGHT TAKEN AT REDUCED RATES.
FARE. Belfast to Portland $-\00. To Boston by
Railroad $3.50. By Steamer from Portland, $2.75.

Meals Served

mi

llie

ROSS Sc STUDIVANT,
To the Agent ol University Medicines at Watcrville. Street, Portland.
June 1, 1871.
Dkak Mrs. Flood:—I think it my duty to address you with a lew lilies stating my ure with your
I have been afflicted
wonderful catarrh specific.
with catarrh ever since a child and have spent a great |
deal of money among our first doctors, and have
tried everything I heard of without obtaining any |
relief. 1 am cured by using your Catarrh .Specific. |
I am willing to answer all enquiries.
Mrs. L. A. BUTTERFIELD, Watcrville, M-

European

Plan.

Agents. 17'.* Commercial
7

l'or live years I have suffered with catarrh, a bail j
consumptive cough and pain in my lilt side. I had
employed several physicians and hlive paid them
ever $l.v> without the least benelit.
1 have used $t>
worth ut 'he University Medicines, and am relieved i
from the ;u ove troubles.
JOHN SlIAW West Com'l St., Portland, Me.

j
j

A to E II I E E l>

I

\ Id W

S I I IT T T 1. 15

Machines.

Sewing

PRICE,

I have been troubled with Scrofula all my lifetime,
and Neuralgia in tin* head tor seven years, and have
consulted good ph;. sleians from Maine to New York
without any benelit whatever. 1 have taken six
bottles ol the c uner plant, end one and one-half of
tin* Ni ura gia Elixir, and a little ol some other kinds,
and I now feel better than 1 ever was before in my
life. 1 cannot say with Mr. Munsey, that I leel
twenty years ycung< r, being only twenty-eight, but
can say 'I never felt so young to my knowledge in

r>

FORTY-FIVE

FOSTER, Wilton, Me.

t'anei Treated In Letter.
D\. St a rt.lv*> —One bottle of your extract of
< ancer Plant cured my little boy of Scrofula ol la
months standing. It I should write all day 1 could
not given lull idea of his sutl'erings.
Wo employed
Ill*
ur<11
without, relief.
live jih\-i> i.i:,
ilealetl and he appears perfectly well.
We think it
i- a wondertui euro. Several of our friends are taking 111* medicine with good success.
Mis. WM. J. LEWIS.
Old Town, Sept. 17, WO.
:>

This may certify that 1 had been suffering with
the ‘•Rheumatism!” tor live months, and at that time
it seized my right hip and leg down to the loot.
This the physicians called “Sciatic.” I tried many
kinds of highly recommended medicines which I
took for the blood. St id I got no reltef for seven
months more, all the time doing my best, with as
have in our city. Finally I callgood advisers as
ed at the New York University Branch, and the
said
he
could
help me. So I commenced
proprietor
on his medicine,
:}nd in four weeks I thought I lit
relief, ami in j»ighit weeks I was able to leave my
cane at home, and have be -n well up to this time,
L)AYIU KKAZEK.
three months have’passed.
Portland, Aug. -Ml, WO.
For twenty-live cars 1 h ivo suffered with Scrofula
Have paid out hunand Salt Rheum, (or Tetter.
dreds of dollars, and been treated by several firstclass physicians
benefit. Some four wetks
ago, 1 commenced using the IJniv- rsity Medicines.
At the time my forehead and head were covered with
sores and -ealincss of the skin: also my tongue was
covered with small ulcers. I am to-day free from
all the above troubles, and can heartily recommend
these medicines to the alllicted.
S. C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut St.
Portland, Jan. 2-4, Wo.

without

As certain individuals have reported that the above
certificate is false and my disease as bad as cvei, 1
wish to say, at the tune 1 gave the above certificate,
the story was not hull told. In addition to the above
my leg and back were covered with sores. I am njw
well and feel at least twenty years younger than I
did before taking the remedies.
My advice to the alllic ted is to give the medicine a
trial and not to be deterred by the cry ot h> .nbug. It
cured me, it has cured many others. I believe the
extract ot cancer plant will cure any blood disease
in existence.
S. (’. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut Street.
Portland, June, ls7o.
I hud the Catarrh so bad tor .seven years, that my
head became contused and painful. I van obliged to
get up several times in the night to keep from chok1 employed some of the best phtsicians in the
ing.
country without benefit. 1 was perfectly cured with
the University Medicines in three weeks.
A. M. MORGAN, 224 Cumberland St., Portland,
Contractor on the Portland & Odgensburg Railroad.
Feb. 18, 1870.
Since giving the above certificate, I have been perfectly free from Catarrh, though I have been continually exposed to wet and colds.
June 10, 1870.
A. M. MORGAN.
I have been afflicted for twenty \ears with Chronic
I have spent hundreds ot dollars for
Rheumatism.
medical treatment without benefit. Ten days ago, I
commenced taking the University Medicines, and 1
can truly say, it has been more beuefit to me than all
other treatment I ever received. My place of business is i:i7 Pearl street.
I shall be pleased to answer
all enquiries.
JOHN TURNER.

I was afliicted with Sciatica for three months most
of the time so badly that 1 could not pull oil' or put
my boots and stockings, and in order to pick up
anything from the floor, I had to get down on my
knees, and then could not lilt live pounds in that
position, By Using the University Medicines I was
cured
Oi O. NEWUALL,
Firm
Newhall & Co., Printers.
Cor. Exchange & Middle Sts., opposite Marble P. ().
Portland, Dec. 13,
on

For

Purifying

the Blood.

STEAM-MILL CO.,

DOLLARS.

SIMPLE,
More

DURABLE AND
Important anil
Km l»otl i«*il

mi*iit*.

Gostje,

|t>70.

cines in six weeks, {-’or the past two months I have
been continually exposed to wet and cold, without
the least return of symptoms of the above diseases.
CAPT. A. CLEAVES.
Cape Elizabeth, June 3, 1870.
For fifty years 1 have been troubled with Scrofula.
Some fifteen years ago a fearful ulcer broke out on
my leg. Three months ago it had extended from
the ankle-joint nearly to the knee. I could not move
without great pain. In this condition I commenced
biking the University Medicine.
At lirst it drove out a fearful humor all over me.
In a few days the humor began to subside, and the
ulcer is now healed and I feel like a new being.
ELIZABETH CHAMBERLAIN,
38 Chestnut St.
Portland, Aug. 30.
I guarantee the above certilicates to be genuine,
and I will forfeit $1000 to any one that will find them
otherwise.
Persons having doubts will please address the

parties.

3in 12

it.

MOODY, Agent for Belfast.

!•. 1

«*-

<’i*li*bra«i*il
tin* 11 orlil.

Warranty for Five Trari

by

furniilml

the .tl i*j» u far f ure r.*t with earli Hlachine,
•ecured

by

a

Half Tlillion Dollars.

Inducements ofTered worthy the careful consideration of capitalists.
Send tor circular-; and sample sewing.
AGENTS WANTED in unoccupied territory.

it. .1. BELLAMY

CO., Gen.

\

School!

rpiIE WINTER TERM OF TIIE ABBOTT
JL FAB IX.Y MCHOOb, at. Little Blue, Farmington, Me., will open on Monday the 20th of Nov.
Catalogue sent on application to Principal,
«*14
A. J. BLETHEN.

1

|

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—many ot whom consult him iu critical cases,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation,
attuiued through so long experience, practice, and
observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
false promises, and pretentions of

Address

UKr.Hi IN AN L» AAIH
QL ALIYS,
who know but little of the nature und character of
and
less
to
their
Some • xcure.
Diseases,
Special
hibit forged Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges,
which never existed in any part ot the world others exhibit Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in
names of those inserted in the diplomas, but to further their imp >sition assume names ot the celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by
QUACK NOST KUM M AKKRS,

“A

LINE

STEAMERS

.s'-//>ird.ry.

tp

Hew York ami

To

<fila*gow Liverpool «Y Londonderry,

Cabin lli'turn Tickets:

First Cabin:

§65 ami $75 accord iug $180, securing

Best

in-

eommodations.

to Location.

Intermediate,

§38. St re ray'",.s-js.

Parties sending for their friends in the Old Coun
try can purchase tickets at reduced rates. For further particulars apply to HENDEUSON BUG’S., 7
Bowling Green, N. Y., or COX Sc FIELD, Insurance
limit'
Agents, Belfast, Maine.
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tiie Vitiated Blood whenever you find 1M
impurities bursting through the skin in Pimples, Era
ti .ns ..r Sores clear..-..! it when you And It obstruct t
and sluggish in lb", ms: "lean-- it when it D f..<:'
and yout feedings will tell yon when. Keep the hi ><>
I ire and the hen!’h of the system will follow.
r.'
WOlf »l*. lurking in
PIN, T.\ PE
m i <. are effectually deatr >>
many t‘
aysti in of
eland r'!!'.>.cod. !•'. fi'.l dir.-- ion =. rend carefully
print'd infotirln
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greatest internal and kxterRemedy ever u*ed lor the Cure ot Cold,
Cough, Toothache, Headache, Rheumatism, Neu *algla, Contracted Cords, Mucles and Tendons, Sprains.
Frost Rites and Chilblains, Cuts, Bruises, Rums and
Scalds, Pleurisy, Pains in the Side, Breast or Rack,
Cholera and Cholera Morbus, Cramp or Colic Pains,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, also inflammation ot the Kidneys, Liver Complaints and Palpitation of the Heart,
Impurities of the Blood and Ringworm, Bites ot
Insects, Reptiles or Dogs.
The above medicine is compounded on the moat
scientific principles, combining powerful remedies
found in no other Liniment. For Internal and External diseases, none ever equalled it. It at once
Btops all pain, producing a healthful tone to the
whole system.
It penetrates rapidly, acts directly
on the absorbents, equalizes the circulation
and
corrects any and all derangements of the nervo-vital

2
r

B I

(ID

31 %
M
<

\

11

•»

(Mill

HASER.
15 o

< >

The above medicine has been put to the severest
test sever met with, and has proved to be more than
represented. It is recommended by all who use it.
Prepared only by C. A. MASON, No. 22 Church
St., Belfast, Me., to whom all orders should be addressed and will receive prompt attention.

4tf

.1. M. BEVERAGE.
ttS

11 ILL’S RlIECnATlC PILLS.

Justly celebrated for the cure of Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Gout-and Sick Headache. Also Hill’s
Pile Ointment, equally reliable for the cure ol Piles.
For sale by Wm. O. Poor & Son and Richard II.
Moody of Belfast, and all other Druggists at the
small price of 25 cts., per Box; 5 Boxes for $1.00.
Sample Boxes sent lree by
3m*
O. A. HILL Proprietor, Portland, Me

p o itTL AN 1)

Business

BELFAST. Mam.

I'crfct

without rubbing; Removes Pitch, Tar,
Paint, Grease, Sweat and Leather Stains, &c.;
Washes with Hot or Cold, Hard, Soft, or Salt Water;
Saves Labor, Time, Fuel, Clothes, aud Money.
Clothes washed with it wear twice as long as if
washed with common soap. One pound of it will
wash from ten to fifteen dozen pieces of ordinary
family washing. It washes the finest lace without
injury, and renders all articles as clear and bright as

S V\V
t

1IOLLA1I

RE1VARD

SOAP!

Try it in the Bathroom; it leaves the skin cool,

Use it to cleanse your Marble
Ornaments, Mantles, Door-steps, &c., and Brick
Walks and Alleys. Use it with scouring-brick in
cleansing iron or steel; it saves half the labor, and
gives a better appearance. It makes Tin Ware shine
like new, and has no equal in cleansing glass or china.
Dissolved in boiling water, it makes the best and
cheapest Soft Soap in the world.
CHARLES E. MOODY Ac
SOI/E AGENTS FOR NEW
For Halo

CO., Boston.
ENGLAND.

by all Grocer*.
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TWINES & NETTING
Manufactured

WM. K.
1y r

ud lor Pi
51

BLINDS, SHUTTERS,
FRAMES, &C.,

by

HOOTER, ,v SON'S,
ice

st.

Baltimore, Mtl,

Tpnc?*rfw

I

oiildiitg*.

-ALSO-

Glazed Windows k Dealers in all kinds nf Eastern
LUMBER !
Board, Clapboard, and Knee Planing. Sawing and
Job Work of all kinds done with dispatch.

FO UND I! V B VIL P I X <!,
Beltast, Me.

Foot of Main St.,

Principal,

Portland, M«S

INSTITUTE

34 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.

in establishing this Institution
attain the greatest perfection in the
preparation, practice and use of Vegetable
Remedies, and to secure a permanent place
where Families, Invalids, or any person could
obtain the best medical advice, and such remedies as each might require, without the use
of poisonous drugs.
Pr. Greene has been Physician of the Insti
tute since its foundation, now more than
twenty-five years. Few men have had so
ot chronic
large experience in the treatment
discuses. Pr. Greene is in his fifty-fifth year
and has devoted his li:<* t-> this branch of his
and his success, we believe is withThe

object,

was to

profession,
out parallel.

Farm for Sale.
THE SUBSCRIBER BEING de-sirous of leaving the State, offers
his farm,known as the White Farm,
for sale. Said farm contains about 100 acres of as
good land as there is in Belfast, has good Buildings,
is well wooded, watered and fenced. Cuts annually
from 20 to 30 tons of lmy. Can be mowed and raked
with Horses, and is one of the easiest farmes carried
on in the County, the soil being Clayey Loam, free
from rocks, &c. Said farm is situated within 1 1-2
miles of the Post Office, on a good road near a School
House and has many other conveniences which arc
not enumerated. Farm Stock and farming tools,
hay, &c., sold with the farm if desired.
N. B.—This property will be sold at a great bargain if disposed of before January next. Enquire
S. T. EDGECOMB.
on the premises.
4wlfl*
Belfast, Oct. 24, 1871
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to
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.| ii! r‘, ntting*
Machine* keiit constantly on lmud.

for lull business course issued
in this, are good for an unlimited time in all of
the Colleges of the International Business College
Association.
For full information address
JmS
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HARDWARE STORE,

DOLLAR REWARD SOAP SCHOLARSHIPS
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Real Estate for Sale.
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or retail at the lowest market price by !
I Salt Rheuin, Chillhlains, Scalds, I*imjili
A. J. HARRIMAN & CO.,
! Frosted Limbs, Inflamed Kyes, Piles. and a!! l.rupNo. 60 Main St.
Belfast, Maine. tions of the Skin. Also good tor Scratches on
t(32
Fi b. It, lb?I.
| Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
For sale by all Druggists and country stores
F. B. HIESKKLL, Proprietor, Bangor, Mo.
G. C. Goodwin & Co.. Wholesale Agents, ds Han
THE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS
a;* cents per
Pri
over Street, Boston, Mass,
for sale, the house anti lot situated
lvr.M
Box.
on Wadsworth Street, in Thomaston, belonging to
heirs of the late ( apt. Joseph Gilchrist. Said lot
contains about 27.000 feet of land with a large two
story house and other buildings situated thereon, M A T I l Iv W s & Co,.
and will be sold low if applied tor soon. For terms,
Manu'acturers of Hard and Soft Wood,

Thomaston, Aug. 24, 1871.
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before the 1st of any
month,
placed upon interest every
month, ('except May and November) and interest
computed upon the same in dune and December.
Deposits received daily at the Hanking Room,
lroin y to 12 A. M., and 2’to-I P. M. Saturdays from
«to 12 A.M.
JOHN II. QUIMBY, Treas. ASA KAUNCK, Prest.
til
Belfast, July 13, 1870.
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system.
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FANCY
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WINTER

The location is more accessible to all part.- of New
York and Brooklyn than any other house in the
city. The Broadway stages pass the Hotel every
three minutes besides various lines of street cars,
one of which intersects every other route in New
York.
It being but two blocks from Fulton l-errv, makes
| it eonvt nient lor th<>-e wishing to visit the “City of
! Churches," as from this Ferry diverge all the prini cipal railroad routes in the city of Brooklyn.

Savings

Ktf.-Ct.i.

UOIlBtU

o

Bags.

Belfast

t.'ioir W ••n«l.ir
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lirat.V

WHAT ARE THEV ?
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stand,

hand.

"i,;.
f
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Upper Leather,

a

UluLvi

VINEGAR BITTERN

H

where may be found a very large and well selected
stock of tl e above articles, embracing about every
variety am style in the Market. He invites his old
customers and all others in want of anything in the
SHOE line to give him a call before purchasing.
A good stock of

Sole

MEUICAL

^ Dr. WA L KER’S C AI F O R N i. v
^

Cfi

P

High Street,

No. 5 CITY BLOCK,

COLBURN.

J.

ft liHcfl I

in
o

in

CD

Rubbers &c.

The subscriber is still at the old

V

till

Lack Numbers can be supplied at any tin,
Week la la
The Annual Volumes of Hakim:!:
neat cloth binding, will be sent by express, tree of
expense, for $7 "p each. A complete .Set. comp: iing Fifteen Volumes, sent on receipt <>: c shat h.
rate of $;> XU per vol., freight at expt use ol purcli i-

yr.

Boots, Shoes,

I > E P O T,

K
H

Five brii.scKiBKits at. S t no each, in one nmittanei
or, Six Copies for
00, without extra copy.
Subscriptions to Uaim’Ku’s Maha/isi;, Wkkklv
to
oni'
address
for one year, $!., or
and ILv/.ak,
on.
two of If arptr's Periodicals, to oik ad.ire-.- n.

Kt., EIoMon,

GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY,

f.'nrr<wy,

H

(

to

In.

M.

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 1872.
Terms :
Haupek’s Weekly, one year,
$P
®An Extra Copy of either the M \*;a/ink,Wkkk i.v,
or Ua/.ak will be supplied gratis lor every « Inb ot

in

one

BOSTON, MASS

! f FOR KARR A T JF*
!

Uahpkk’s Wkkkly has earned lor itself a
riant to its title, “A .Journal up Ci v u.i/a ion."
[New York Evening Post.
The best publication of its cL-s In America, and
so fur ahead ol all other weekly journals as not to
permit ot any comparison between it and any ol
their number. Its columns contain tin finest, collections ot reading-matter that are printtd.
Itillustrations are numerous and beautiful, being furnished by the chief artists ot the eouutry. 'Poston
Traveller.
HAni’Kit’s Wkkkly is the best and most interc-sting illustrated newspaper. Nor does its value d
on its illustrations alone.
It- reading-matter
pend
is ol a high order of literary merit—varied, instmoand
tive, entertaining,
unexceptionable. ;N. ^ ..Sun.

DIX
Medir.nl or Stiryiccl adviser to cail at his Rooms, 'Jl
Endicott St!. Boston, Mass., which they will lind
arranged for th dr special accommodation.
Pit. DIX ha-ing devoted over twenty years to
this particnlar branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, is now conceded by all.
(both in this country and Europe,) that he excels
all other known practicioners in the safe, speedy
and effectual treatment of all female complaints.
II is medicti es are prepared with the express purpost' of removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, aPo discharges which tiow from a morbid state of the blood. The Doctor is now fully
prepared to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sex,
and they are respectfully invited to call at

requiring advice must contain

Street.

The Model Newsi’AFk;: «1

l’aper,

THE I.AL IKS.—The celebrated DU. L.
rpo
1 particularly invites all Ladies who need a

(pilavyon.

Passage Hates. Payable

VT a ailing- to n
Mlf/n*N ATSTIN I’rop’r.

be the disease.coudition or situation ol anyone,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mall and Express to all parts of
luted States.
the
i11The postage on IIakim-iu’s Wkkki.y i- :■
All letters requiring advice must contain one dol- |
year, which must be paid at the .-ubscrbi i's no-;
lar to insure au answer.
Address Pr. L. Pin, No. .1 Kndicott Street, Bos- I
ton. Mass.
Address
IfALPEi: & LUOTIIELS, New York
Boston, Jan. 1 1871— 1 yr.

an answer.
n. 1 l!S?l—l

POTTER, General Agents,

&

170

Pictorial History oi

plete In all the departments

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and all may rely on him with
the strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may

,t-/mm

land Mails and Passengers.
The Steamers of this favorite line .uv built ex
pressly for the Atlantic Passeng-j- Trade, ami titled
up in every respect with all the modern improvements calculated to insure the safety, cunfo.-:, and
convenience ol passengers.

Culling at Londonderry

WEEKS

J°

and suffer for months or years, until relieved or
cured, if possible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstandingt lie foregoing facts arc known to
some quack doctor? and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless ot the life and health ot others, there are
those among them who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or
that it is contained in their nostrums, so that the
usual fee” may be obtained for professedly curing,
or
the dollar,” or fraction of it,” may be obtained for the nostrum, li is thus that many are deceived, also, and sp ml large amounts tor experiments with quackery.
DR. PI.VS

Ail letters
lar to insure
Boston, .Ji

INCLUDING INHALE It.

1‘U1CK,

BROTHEUS, New York

Xotices of th> l’i

United Stales Hotel,

ANCHOR

weed art

SPLENDIDLY ILI.I STRATEI>

GndiDK. 1H)\V. Physician and Surgeon, No.
W.T.COLBURN.
cott street, Boston, is consulted daily tor all diseases
or
iucident to the temule system. Prolapus I't*
till
I
IMiast, April W, lsn.
Fluor
the
of
Womb,
Alous,
Suppression,
Falling
and other Menstrual Derangements, an- tl! treated
on new pathological principles, and speedy reliet
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and tb<- diluted person
Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS.
soon rejoices in perfect health.
Nkar Ft lion Fkrry, NEW VOKU.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
women
than
the cure of diseases of
any other phyTiffs well known and favorite Hotel has recently
sician in Boston.
been renovated, remodeled and furnished new and
Boarding accommodations for patient?- who may elegantly throughout, it is kept on the European
wish to stay in Boston a few days under his treatplan, and has ample accomodation for four hundred

,S'ail,every Walaesday

an- rxjitnr
an-* the healing fjuallties of tie
aetiou upon the dis
brought i.' din
eased organI be v/e* d fro.
who-liuiin is made was dis
COM-red by a w« ;| Known j.r• -« --i.mnl gentleman ot
Boston, upon tin railiea in tin great valley of tin
Mi-- --ii i' thro i;-ii tl.t i!
it
\ horses afflict «
with the heavi-s, and is th'-r
strictly a great
Natural Remedy
lit* cured him
It ot -on'suinption
when pronounee 1 incurable by Mu* h« ,-t phy-dchn.-*
in Boston, ami now, alter fifteen yearn ot nearly un
interrupted health, confidently recommends i, (•, tn.
When used in connection with the Prdru
publi.
\V< d Ba!-.nn, it ha prov<--! iiM it an unfailing i, m
edy for aU consumpt ive difficulties. Send an ('it

lungs

Harper's Weekly.

Through the ignorance ot the Quack Doctor,
knowing no other remedy, he relies upon Mekcl-ky,
and gives it to all his patients, in Pills, Props, &c.,
so the Nostrum-mat er, equally ignorant, adds to
his so-called Extracts, Specifics, Antidote, &c.,both
relyinu upon its effects in curing a few in a hundred,
it i!-> trumpeted in various ways throughout the land ;
but, alas! nothing is said of the balance, some ot
whom die, others grow worse and are left to linger

Xo 21 Endicott

Balm very cell
ii
eh hi! tube.

in

Hundreds of Thousands

NOSTRUM MAKERS.

To Females in Delicate Health.

Dr. Dow. since 1845, having confined his whole attention to an office practice l<>r the cure of 1‘rivate
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the I'nited States.
N. it. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
Office hours from 8 A. M. to 9 I*. M.
Boston, July 25, 1s?l.
Iyr3

Complete

t»uce28n. By inhaling
or alveole ot tin
is reached; tin

kJiowledged

s«ni

by

and ail tubercular affections,

alp 11

ii

vain .r I
lung- ii,'i

“The host, cheapest, and most su
cessful Family Paper in the
Union.”

through false certificates and references,and recommendations ot their medicines by the dead, who
cannot expose or contradict them or who, besides,
to further their impositions, copy lrom medical
books, much that is written of the qualities and effects ot different herbs and plants, and ascribe all
the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics, &c.,
most ot which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,”
but now known to kill more than is cured,” and
those not killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND

And ali kind of

O T

HAKPKU &

<

the

the Times.”

Calf Slips. Splits, Lasts,
1

lip
A tin,,
hi! i,

i
y
!
<>f

Fiv e Sfus*'RinfcRa at $4 bOeach, in one remiitam
or, Six Copies lor $'-’0 Ob, without extra coj.v.
.Subscriptions to Harper's Ma*,a/.ink,Wki.k
and Bazar, to one address tor one year, £in id,
two of the Harper’s Periodicals, to one address f.r
one year, $7 Ot*.
Back Numbers can be supplied at any time.
The four volumes of Harper’s Bazar, lor th*
years hs(W, '<Vj ’70, ’71, elegantly bound in green
morocco clot’:, will be sent by express, freight’ 1 -c
paid, lor $7 oO each.
The postage on Harper’* Bazar is jo cents a
year, which must be paid at the subscriber’s post
office.

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other

Agt's,

smooth and soft.

Family

TWENTY YEARS

engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so
known *o many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Proprietors, &o., that he is much recommended, and particularly to

fii'i Hailiiicton St.. Morton.

A I T

FOR 1XHALA TIOX.
method o! treating l»i»ea*<s of the Bungs,

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 1872.
Terrn9 :
Harper’s Bazar, one year,
ft
An Extra Copy of either the Ma*»a/.i\ t ,Wkk k
or Bazar will be supplied gratis tor every *
J

we are

dm 11

THE

ABBOTT

KtNcntiul

tlii*

in

RELIABLE.

Hlaeliinc thun am other in
Docn overy Variety of Work, i|.«* HeclianiNin ii Unexcelled.
(Vrtiiicitte of

wje

For three
years I wins badly atllicted with Asthma,
Catarrh, and a fearful consumptive cough.
1 was perfectly cured with the University Medi-

13 THE ONT.Y REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN

j

WILSON

About a year ago, I was bo badly affected with
Kidney Disease and general debility, that I could
scarcely attend to my business. 1 took a few’ bottles
of University Medicine, and have been well up to
the present time.
CllAS. E. DUTTON,
Store No. 31*4 Congress St., Portland.

Oil Thursday afternoon last, between
four and live o’clock, says the Germantown Telegraph, the unusual spectacle ot
a flock of wild
geese was observed flying
over the lower
portion of Germantown.
wfere
They
twenty-five in number and
were steering south, at an elevation of
one hundred feet, thus
being within easy
gun shot. An old gander led his compan- glib-tongued functionary walked to and
ions along the dangerous course, and as fro with the
goods.
he passed overhead piped his well known
Turning to the other side, he commencliouk, honk, as it to inquire if all was well. ed anew his stereotyped vocabulary of
It was astonishing, considering how la- choice and
amusing “figures of speech,”
A positive cure for Dyspepsia, Constipation,
borious and heavy the flight of the wild till he touched
upon the finale.
indigestion, Bilious Complaints, and all
Diseases having their origin in an
“Two fifty,” nodded the man.
goose is, that in its semi annual migraimpure state of the Itlood.
tions it can successfully pass over so many
lyrlO
“Thank ye, sir; going at two fifty.”
thousand of miles.
“Three!” screamed the woman.
SOLD
BY
II.
k
WM.
POOR
SDN.
The vernal flight of the wild goose lasts
“Four,” replied the man.
from the middle of April to the middle of
“Gin the fiftyP” said the auctioneer, 4-3* Beware of Counterfeits. Buy only of our Agents.
May. At that season it visits its breeding turning to the woman, with a half sup50 Cents.
Price.
place which is located in the extreme pressed smile on his small, sober visage
northern portions of our globe.
Jthas
A nod from the woman.
often been seen in immense flocks within
“Four filty, I’m offered; gin me five ?
ItOO K LAND
the Arctic-circle, and was even then pur- Come, don’t he
afraid; they’re worth
its
further
North. When its double the money.”
way
suing
mission is fulfilled, and the short Arctic
“Yes, and that’s all.”
summer is ended, this vast multitude of
MANUFACTURERS OF
“Sold!” cried the dealer in hammers,
with
their
winged pilgrims,
progeny, almost bursting with laughter, “to Capt.
Tvl
E
L I
commence their perilous flight South.
Smith (not John) for five dollars.”
AND DEALERS IN
As soon as they reach the inhabited por“Smith!” cried the woman, “what! my
tions of the-eartb, in the early part of the husband!”
raising herself on tip-toe, to CORN, MEAL, OATS AND RYE !
month of September, the slaughter com- catcli a glance at him.
“Why, you good49"MKAL at Boston Market Prices, and delivered
mences, and their number rapidly di- for-nothing man; you’ve been bidding to Shippers at the wharves, without
EXTRA
minishes.
CHARGE.
!
own
wife
Oh, you impuagainst your
All orders promptly attended to.
The carnage begins at the English trad- dence ! but I won’t have them in the
«EO. MAYO, Agent.
ing posts on the shores of Hudson Bay, house.”
July 1H, 1871.
Iyr3
ROCKLAND, ME.

DR. DIX

boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by quacks, who will say or do anything, even
perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,) that

•*

1 have been afflicted with Scrofula and Salt Rheum
all my life. I have been under treatment of eleven
(miss'called) physicians, and all the time grew worse.
No tongue can'tell what my sufferings were, with
catarrh! diseased lungs, a fearful cough, my limbs,
wrist and hand running sores, no appetite, badly
diseased incidental to my sex. Though young, 1 felt
In this dreadful cont.iat life was a tyurden to me.
dition, through the advice of a friend,! called on
the proprietor of the New York University Medicines. lie told me my case was doubtful, but would
do the best ho could; I commenced taking his medicines April lrth, and am free from the above
Mrs. HENRY .JONES,
troubles.
Westbrook, Me.
.July 10, Wl.

*<>>-«•.•

OFFICE,
Street, IIoHton, Munn,
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office is
Wo. 21. having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his
21 Emlicott

DR. DIX

^ C AJV1 BRIDGE,

scrof-

DIX’N

PRIVATE MEDICAL

large cities,

FRIDAY, April 14, the
STEAMER
»

>

ula, Salt Rheum, and many other diseases hitherto
considered incurable, readily yield under treatment
of the ITniversi y Medicines.
FEMALE DISEASES treated with perfect success.
Having t -eated over two hundred cases within
tire last three months, I consider it safe to warrant
a perfect cure t
95 cases out of every one hundred,
without cauterisation or the least exposure.
SPERMATO.iKIHEA, the greatest destroyer of
humanity on the lace of the Globe. How many bewail file loss of precious vitality without having the
slightest idea ol' the cause, their manhood is daily
vanishing and they are gliding into a state of hopeless decay. I 1 ave treated over five hundred cases
of this malady within six months with the University Medicines v-itli perfect success.
Persons atllic ed with diseases will please call or
send and get a book (free), wherein they will find
their diseases explained, and necessary remedies.
Address
PELKG STAPLES,
I 250 Congress St., Portland, Me.
L'eriiticateN

TRIPS PER

On and after

It lias been about one and one-halt years since the
rniversity Medicines were introduced into this State.
Notwithstanding the opposition Irom the Faculty,
the sale is daily increasing. Thousands of certificates
can be presented it necessary, but if the iollowing
are not suflicienjt to satisfy the most sceptical, lo,ouO
additional ones would be useless.

BALM,

Bazar.

Notiscx "f the /Yd.s.s*.

ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

Line!

Independent

Hall,

South Paris,Feb. 2, Wl.
i i:. Sta rt.r.s—idear Sir:—The medicine I got at
your place, Jan. 2d, lias done wonders fur me. It is
all you recommend it to be.
You may make any use of the above you think
Yours truly,
SETH MORSE.
proper.
The above case has been treated for the past lour
years by different physicians lor cancer.

nOItltlilLE:.

Attending

Under Congress

Y,

)ne mile to tiie south of Mavsliok stands ness
light
perm ment. Particular* tree, <i Stintie humble and almost crumbling cottage son ft Cn., Fine Art Publishers, Portland, Maine.
of Koswell (iraut, an own uncle of the
1.xA .tlOSTll ! Horse furnished,
President, and perhaps the only one of a (t/OC
Z0 penses paid. II. It. 8HAW, Alfred, Me.
wide family connection who is not stored
I Buffered with Catakkh
away in some corner ol the public crib.
thirty years, and was cured in six weeks by a
The affair is a small one and a half-story
and will send tin* receipt, postage
remedy,
simple
log-frame house, dingy and dilapidated tree, to all afflicted. Address Kev. T. .1. MKA1),
Attached to it are several acres of land, Drawer ]?•'•, Syracuse, N. V.
hum which “Old Koswell” digs a precarious livelihood.
He is poor and habitual,
and confirmed intemperance lias almost
unfitted him for labor. His hair is conA li. now 1
I
lit III. o
siderably gray : likewise bis beard, which
In .s t jir.'iii. t rut' t!u i/ii"i th mill i„ until
is also tolerably heavy. A large frame,
1„T.. HIT *- C.., lioslon. Ma>>.
of tin' luiir.
with drooping shoulders; a broad face,
Lunar,' of iiniialu n-i
bold by all dnigm-'o
with very small and ugly eyes, and a very
red nose; a wishful, longing look, and you ^IfAXTEII. to give away $000,ooo worth of
W Medical Advice to the sick and alllicted. Adhave a personal description of Koswell dress
Dr. S. YD UK, Auburn, Maine, or call at his
<Irani. The old gentleman is usually very oflice, Lewiston, Lincoln {Street, you will receive a
book free, be.- page l‘J. a report of the late Dr. (i.
all
the
Bourand
consumes
good-natured,
W. Carlton—twenty-four different Medical Paths.
bon that liis friends will give him or that N. H.—A
good chance for i; Medical student. Apply
lie can afford to buy with iiis beggarly
means.
We well remember how punctually the old man visited Maysliek every
day for fall three months after the inauguration of Gen. Grant, to watch the daily
Prof. P. Michael’s Medicines will remove any
mails for a commission as consul to Cuba,
of the above in eight days, no matter how long standwhich lie was destined never to see. Ilav- ing, and no scar or swelling will remain alter healed.
i ing been disappointed in his Cuban pros- Agent’s price for removing them if from $10 to $10,
and warranted to cure or no
Trial package by
pects. Koswell filed his application for mail tor either of the above,pay.
$1.00: each additional
on same horse, Oo cts. County right for sale. P.
j ; lie United States collectorship for the dis- one
Michael, Owosso, Mich.
; triot, and this, too, was refused him, for a
! reason never made public, but really be4)( 4( ltN. A victim f early Judiscause Jesse K., the President's father, did
cretion, causing nervous debility, premature
not like Roswell, who is a Democrat, and decay, etc., having tried in vain < very advertised
j
has discovered a simple means of self-cure,
would not vote for Gen. Grant.
The remedy,
which he will send to his fellow-sulK rers.
Address
| 1 resident made bis uncle a visit in 18(i.H, J. 1J. KKKVES, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.
his
after
but
nomination,
just
stayed only
an hour and a half.
f

SANFORD’S

Ei.

WEED

PRAIRIE

It is really the only illustrated chronicler of fashion in the country. Its supplements alone are worth
the subscription price of the paper. While fully
maintaining its position as a mirror of fashion, it
also contains stories, poems, brilliant essays, besides
Boston Saturday
general and personal gossip.
livening Gazette.
There never was any paper published that so delighted the heart of,woman. Never mind if it does
cost you a now bonnet; it will save you ten limes tinIToviprice in the household economy it teach* s.
der.ee Journal.
The young lady who buys a single number of II \kpkr’s Bazar is made a subscrux
lor life.
.New
York Evening Post.
Tin* Ua/.ak is excellent.
I.ike all the periodicals
which the Harpers publish, it is almost ideally well
edit' d, and the class of readers for whom it is intended—the mothers and daughters in average families-can not but profit by its good sens<- and good
taste, which, we have no doubt, are to-day making
very many homes happier than tin y may have been
before the women began taking lessons in person il
and household and social management from this
good-natured mentor. [The Nation, N. V.

vousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE,OR.MARRIED.

he

<

An Own Uncle of the President--Why He
is Not in Office.

(Mo.) Sentinel, writing from Maysliek,
Mason County, Ky., to his paper, makes
public the following discovery :

Ag-*».

BRA.NGII OFFICE. 250 CONGRESS ST„ PORTLAND,

Mrs. A. O. W.
j which is au videnCe ul its wortn and popularity.
Horace Greeley, .Janes I’artoii. Theodore Tilton.

proper.

This beach is a lew rods—perhaps ten
or fifteen—in width, and back ot this, extending toward the bluffs about a quarter
of a mile, was originally a marsh, has
been converted into salt tanks. These
tanks are shallow, with a varying depth
of from eight to eighteen inches, the bottom made of stiff marl or clay, and they
cover several hundred acres of this evaporating ground, divided into a great many
compartments, varying from a quarter of
an acre to two or three acres in size.
These are separated from each other by
low stone walls.
In the middle of these
walls is an impervious clay, which pervents the passage of water from one tank
t«» another, unless by the little gateways
or sluices
through which the supply is
regulated. The water in these pans is
found in all stages of evaporation. In
some Vou see the clear limpid water of
the ocean ; in others it has a roiled appearance, and, when far advanced in
the process it assumes a beautiful pink
‘•'dor. The first pond allows the subsidence of mud and other physical impurities, and is, consequent, the deepest.
As the .fluid runs from tank to tank, it
gradually heroine- thicker, giving lip its
water and becoming more and more concentrated,until it reaches the last and shallowest pan, where crystals begin to appear
on its
irlai-o. These first crystals are the
purest, and are raked off with an iron
hoe.
Lxposed for a still longer time,
more crystals form, but these
mostly form
on the bottom and sides, and are
scraped
df when the “mother liquor’ is drawn
away.
They are then hauled in carts to
the beach, where piles, like great, white
snow banks, may be seen from the ship’s
deck.
This salt is more or less impure—the
chid impurity being chloride of
magnesium and, to get rid ot this, the heaps
are covered with straw and
hay ; the chloride of magnesium, being deliquescent,
absorbs moisture of the atmosphere and
drains off', leaving the pure chloride of
sodium—common salt—behind. To produce the same result, sometimes slaked
lime is placed in the last tanks.
The
making ot salt by solar evaporation depends greatly upon the absence of rain,
and Turk’s island has this
advantage, as
well as extreme heat in summer. In addition the trade winds constantly agitate
♦ lie surface of the
ponds, and thus facilitate

JAMES ;VICK,
Rochester, 1¥. lr.
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AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Single Ladies.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers ol the Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling ot the Joints; Ner-

lilt.

Fashion,Ploasuro,

Harper’s

Incident to Married and

Capt. CIIAS. DEEKING,
Will leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on
arrival of Express Train troin Poston, (commencing
16th inst.,) tor Rockland, Castlne, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West. Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge,
Jonesport and Machiasport.
Keturning will leave Machiasport every Monday
and Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, (commencing
15th inst.,) touching at the above named landings.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, (Mt.
Desert,)each trip irom June 30th to September 15th
in addition to tier usual landing at So. West Harbor.
For iurther particulars inquire of BOSS k S I FDIVANT, 170 Commercial Street,Or CYRL'S STCD1VANT, General Agent.
If34
Portland, May, 1871.

of

and Instructions.”

SPECIAL

WEEK.

ALE WIST OiN,

TWO COLORED PLATES.
Directions and plans tor making Walks, Lawns,
.vc. The handsomest and best Floral Guide
in the World. All for Ten Cents, to those who
think of buying Seeds. Not .'a, quarter the cost.
”00,000 sold of 1S71.

PE It

^

New York University Medicines

Gardens,

TRIP*

MTEA.11ER

T IT K

remain under water a considerable
time, thus giving the sportsman much
trouble in securing it.

blight-

TWO

Malt Khnini. and all Chronic Blood lli*i>
eases. is prepared fiomjhe (iienuini* Ciinilurun;"o llarli, from Loja, Ecuador, secued by the
assistance of tlie authorities of that country. It is
the most effective, prompt and certain alterative and
blood purifier known. Sold by all Druggists,
in pint bottles, having on them our name, trade
mark a nd directions.' Send lor a circular. Office
ami Laboratory, Mo. fiO Cedar.St., N. Y.

can

A blacksmith in Winchester, Va., owns
dogs—one a terrier four or fire years
old, the other half shepherd and half common
cur, about twelve or fifteen years
Nothing is Lost.
old, and consequently very feeble, of
Nothing is lost. The drop of dew
which this story is told :
1'hat trembles on the leaf or llowcr
In the winter, between the hours lor
1- hut exhaled to fall anew
breakfast and dinner and supper, these
In ‘iiinmcr’s thunder shower;
be seen perched just far
two dogs
I*.-retainer to shine within the bow
I'liat fronts the sun at fall of day;
enough from Mr. Snapp’s forge to escape
I’erchauee to sparkle in the tlow
the sparks, but still near enough to keep
»K fountains far away.
I say between the hours of breakwarm.
s
last and dinner, because, as soon as the
wiih our deeds, for good or ill.
seaivo
their
Then have
power
understood; hour for dinner conies—which they know
I 'll n let lls Use our better will
better than the apprentice in the shopTo make tin til rife with good;
tiny are both oft- at full run. each aiming
Like circles on a lake they go.
to secure a space behind a warm kitchen
King within ring, and never stay ;
*!i? that our ... were fu-hinnc<i >o
stove, which is only large enough for one
That they might bless alway.
dog at a time. The terrier almost always
gains the coveted place, leaving the poor
A True Man.
old dog out in the cold. The old dog, being thus left out in the cold one hitter
Such was our tr.end. Formed on the good old
set his wits to work to devise some
day,
plan—
means by which he could get the terrier
\ true, and l»ra\■ and downright honest man !
All at once an
out ot the coveted place.
He blew no trumpet in the market place.
Nor in the eliureh. witli hypoeritie face,
idea seemed to strike him. Taking adsupplied with cant the lack of Christian grace. vantage of the good watcli-dog qualities
Loathing pretense, he did with cheerful will
ot the terrier, lie made a feint toward the
What other* talked f while, then* hands were
still!
garden, harking furiously, as if some one
was intruding at that point, when, true to
And while “Lord! Lord!" the pious tvrant*
cried.
his nature, out popped the terrier, not to
Master
crucified.
Who. in the poor, their
make a feint, but to make a pell-mell rush
Hi* daily prayer, far better understood
for th(> extreme end of the garden, passh; act* than words, was -imply doing good.
'so calm, so constant was hi' rectitude
ing the old schemer just outside the kiteh
That by hi- lo** alone we kr >\y hi- Worth.
cii door, who no sooner saw the terrier
a
And feel how true
man has walked wit!) us
enter the garden, than he popped too, not
into the garden, hut behind the warm
kitchen stove, curling himself up and
How Salt is Manufactured at
Turk's waiting, with a cunning twinkle in his
Island.
eye, his young friend, who no sooner
made his appearance and saw the situaThe island bearing this familiar name
tion, than he tried the same stratagem
has been conspicuous for
production of with the shrewd old dog, with as little
salt, of which millions of bushels linds it- success as if he had tried to tly. Finding
way into the markets of the world, our that to fail signally, he in turn put his
own
country receiving about hair a wits to work. After disappearing in the
million bushels annually.
Salt is obtaingarden lor a few moments, he made his
ed from sea water by either extreme cold
appearance right in front of the kitchen
or heat; here it is made by solar
evapo- door with a large hone in his mouth, and
ration. Lying under tl «• intense rays of set to work on it as if he
enjoyed it hugea tropical
sun, soon gives up its water ;
Now, what dog could resist such a
ly.
and leaves it salt behind : and were it not I
tempting sight ? At least the old fellow
for the inilux of the mighty rivers of the behind the stove could
not, it is plain, for
tropics, and the general s\'stem of cur- ! sneaking cautiously out of his snug rerents and tides, the ocean lying near the
treat, he made a sudden dash for the
equator would soon become one vast sea coveted bone, which he secured very
of salt. For eenturies advantage has
easily: but no sooner bad lie possessed
been taken of this natural process, and,
himselt of wliat he soon found to be nothin dry seasons, over a thousand natives
ing br.l an old dry bone they bad both
are at work in the different stages of the i
gnawed a hundred times, than the young
of
salt
for
market.
The
sea
preparation
rascal secured the good, warm retreat bewater is let into the basins, or “pans,"
hind the stove, leaving the poor fellow
by a canal cut through the beach, which out again in the cold, there to contemplate
separates the sea from the interior lagoons the old proverb, "It takes a thief to catch
and aifords a good foundation for the a thief.”
\ id the linn*

UUKM, liEE.VE A CO’S Fluiil Extract

Repository

“A

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;

Mt. Desert & Machias.

Tin* wonderful remedv for Cancer. Nvpliilis,
Kti'itriilu.ncerM.PiiliiioiiurvCoiiiplaiiini

October.
If it appears early in the month in large
numbers it is said to be an unfailing sign
of the approach ot a severe winter.
Those which remain on the Jersey coast
during the winter frequent the shallow
bays and marshes their principal food
being the tender leaves of a marine plant
known at the sea-cabbage, and the roots
If the winter is severe,
of the sedge.
and the, shallow bays and marshes are
covered with ice, it frequents the inlets
and eats fish and any other marine
products that will sustain life. The goose
is a good swimmer, and when wounded

We'll look on tic stars, and we'll li-t to the
river.
Till you ask of your darling what gift you can
give her.
Oh! «hc'll whisper you,—“Love, as unchangeably beaming,
And trust, when in secret, most tunefully
streaming;
Till tin- starlight of heaven above ty 'ball

LINE TO

INSIDE

CITNDURANGO.

Printed in Two Colors, on superb Tinted
Paper. Four Hundred Engravings of
Flowers. Plants, ami Vegetable*, with
Descriptions, and

WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L.
DIX if failing to cure in leas time' an
any other physician, more effectually and perexposure to all weather, with sale and pleasant med-

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, f3\3vJ

Jtcto |ibbcrtiscnwnts.

to which ho gives esattention may be noticed Cancer, Scrofula, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Consumption, Heart
Disease, Neuralgia. Asthma, Nervousness,

Among the diseases

pecial

This well-known remedy does not dry up a cough, *nu
leave the cause behind, as is the cast! with most preparations; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, and allays
irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint.
SETH W. FOWLE & SON, Proprietors. Boston. Sold
and dealers iu medicines generally.
by

druggists

J^OOM
In
A

TO

liET !

over the store ol Isaac
JOURNAL OFKICK.

City Block,

Allard,

Rheumatism, Paralysis, Spinal Diseases, DysLiver Complaint, Female Complaints,
Faint Stomach, Erysipelas, White Swelling,
Salt Rlicum, Canker, Deafness, Kidney Diseases, Seminal Weakness, &c.
Dr. Greene’s Medical Pamphlet, descriptive of diseases and their proper treatment, will
bo sent free to invalids.
Address, K. GREENE, M. D.,
24 Temple Place,* Boston.? Mas*

pepsia,

iy«

